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Abstract
Automated software test execution is a critical part of the modern software development process, where
rapid feedback on the product quality is expected. It is of high importance that impediments related
to test execution automation are prevented and removed as quickly as possible. An enabling factor for
all types of improvement is to understand the nature of what is to be improved. The goal with this
thesis is to further the knowledge about common problems encountered by software developers using
test execution automation, in order to enable improvement of test execution automation in industrial
software development. The research has been performed through industrial case studies and literature
reviews. The analysis of the data have primarily been performed using qualitative methods, searching
for patterns, themes, and concepts in the data.

Our main findings include: (a) a comprehensive list of potential impediments reported in the published
body of knowledge on test execution automation, (b) an in-depth analysis of how such impediments may
affect the performance of a development team, and (c) a proposal for a qualitative model of interactions
between the main groups of phenomena that contribute to the formation of impediments in a test
execution automation project. In addition to this, we contribute qualitative and quantitative empirical
data from our industrial case studies.

Through our results, we find that test execution automation is a commonly under-estimated activity,
  not only in terms of resources but also in terms of the complexity of the work. There is a clear tendency
to perform the work ad hoc, down-prioritize the automation in favor of other activities,  and ignore the
long-term effects in favor of short-term gains. This is both a technical and a cultural problem that need
to be managed by awareness of the problems that may arise, and also have to be solved in the long
term through education and information. We conclude by proposing a theoretical model of the socio-
technical system that needs to be managed to be successful with test execution automation.
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Abstract

Automated software test execution is a critical part of the modern software de-
velopment process, where rapid feedback on the product quality is expected.
It is of high importance that impediments related to test execution automation
are prevented and removed as quickly as possible. An enabling factor for all
types of improvement is to understand the nature of what is to be improved.
The goal with this thesis is to further the knowledge about common problems
encountered by software developers using test execution automation, in order
to enable improvement of test execution automation in industrial software de-
velopment. The research has been performed through industrial case studies
and literature reviews. The analysis of the data have primarily been performed
using qualitative methods, searching for patterns, themes, and concepts in the
data.

Our main findings include: (a) a comprehensive list of potential impediments
reported in the published body of knowledge on test execution automation, (b)
an in-depth analysis of how such impediments may affect the performance of
a development team, and (c) a proposal for a qualitative model of interactions
between the main groups of phenomena that contribute to the formation of
impediments in a test execution automation project. In addition to this, we
contribute qualitative and quantitative empirical data from our industrial case
studies.

Through our results, we find that test execution automation is a commonly
under-estimated activity, not only in terms of resources but also in terms of
the complexity of the work. There is a clear tendency to perform the work
ad hoc, down-prioritize the automation in favor of other activities, and ignore
the long-term effects in favor of short-term gains. This is both a technical
and a cultural problem that need to be managed by awareness of the problems
that may arise, and also have to be solved in the long term through education
and information. We conclude by proposing a theoretical model of the socio-
technical system that needs to be managed to be successful with test execution
automation.
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Sammanfattning

Syftet med denna avhandling är att utöka den vetenskapliga kunskapen om
problem som kan uppstå under användning av automatiserad testning i indus-
triell programvaruutveckling.

Utveckling av programvara består principiellt av ett antal processteg: kravbe-
handling, detaljerad systemkonstruktion, implementation i form av program-
mering, och slutligen testning som säkerställer att kvaliteten på programvaran
är tillräcklig för dess tilltänkta användare. Testning representerar en stor del
av tiden och kostnaden för utveckling av programvaran, och detta gör att det
är attraktivt att automatisera testningen.

Automatiserade tester kan bidra med många positiva effekter. Testning som
utförs om och om igen, för att säkerställa att gammal funktionalitet inte slutar
att fungera när ändringar görs i programvaran, kan med fördel göras automa-
tiserat. Detta frigör kvalificerad personal till kvalificerat arbete. Automatiser-
ing kan även minska ledtiden för testningen och därmed möjliggöra snabbare
leveranser till kund. Ett annat mål med testautomatisering är att vara säker på
att samma tester utförs på ett likartat sätt varje gång produkten testas, så att
den håller en jämn och stabil kvalitetsnivå.

Automatiserad testning är dock en mer komplex och kostsam verksamhet än
vad man kan tro, och problem som uppstår under dess användning kan ha
stora konsekvenser. Detta gäller i ännu större utsträckning i organisationer
som använder moderna utvecklingsmetoder där automatisering är grundstenen
för en effektiv kvalitetskontroll. För att kunna undvika så många problem
som möjligt, är det därför mycket viktigt att förstå vad som händer när man
använder testautomatisering i stor skala.

Denna avhandling presenterar resultat från fallstudier i svensk industri, som,
kombinerat med en systematisk genomgång av befintlig forskning inom området,
har utförts för att söka djupare kunskap och möjligheter till generalisering. Ar-
betet har varit beskrivande, och förklarande, och bygger på empirisk forskn-
ingsmetodik.
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I avhandlingen bidrar vi med (a) information om de problem relaterade till
automatiserad testning som vi har identifierat i de empiriska fallstudierna, (b)
en diskussion av dessa problem i relation till andra studier i området, (c) en
systematisk litteraturstudie som ger en översikt över relevanta publikationer i
området, (d) en analys av bevisen som insamlats genom litteraturstudien, samt
(e) en modell av det organisatoriska och tekniska system som måste hanteras
för att man skall nå framgång med ett testautomatiseringsprojekt.

Resultaten tyder på att rent tekniska problem inte utgör huvuddelen av de prob-
lem som upplevs med testautomatisering. Istället handlar det till stora delar
om organisationell dynamik: hantering av förändringen det innebär att införa
automatisering, planering av automatisering och dess användning, samt vilka
finansiella förväntningar man har på automatiseringen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal with this dissertation is to further the knowledge about common prob-
lems encountered by software developers using test execution automation, in
order to enable improvement of test execution automation in industrial soft-
ware development.

Software testing is by far the most commonly used method for quality assur-
ance and quality control process in a software development organization. Test-
ing provides feedback to the software developers about the functionality and
performance of the product, and serves as a gate-keeper for quality at commit
or delivery time. By testing a software product, we get information about the
difference between the actual behavior and the required behavior [178]. This
makes testing a very important part of the development activity [31].

Testing is not only important, it is also very expensive and forms a large part
of the software development cost [20] [122] [II] [52]. This makes testing,
which often consists of repetitive work, a good candidate for automation. If
done right, automation is a very efficient way to reduce the effort involved
in the development by eliminating or minimizing repetitive tasks and reduc-
ing the risk for human errors [85]. The incentives to automate are excellent,
even apparently insignificant reductions in lead time may represent significant
improvements if associated with tasks that are repeated often enough.

Unfortunately, this is not always the case. From anecdotal evidence, personal
communication, our own research, and related publications [77] [91] [133]
[156] [169], it can be assumed that a lot of the problems reported by software
developers are related to the use and deployment of automated test execution
tools. Many of these problems appear to be of a general nature, as they are
present in reports from widely different parts of the software industry.
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”Not automating” to avoid problems is not a realistic alternative in the modern
software development world. More and more organizations are adopting lean
and agile [10] development methods [120], and automatic testing has been pro-
posed to be the ”key to agile development” [32]. Quality management in agile
software development is typically based on automated software test execution
through the use of continuous integration [165], a mechanism where developer
changes are automatically tested before propagation to the main product and
further, more expensive, testing. The impact on an agile development team
from problems related to this system will be significant, as the entire work
flow depends on its functionality.

Our main motivation for this research is to make automated software testing
perform as good as possible for its users. It is clear that many users are expe-
riencing problems with the automated testing, and understanding the nature of
these issues and why they occur allows us to reduce the impact or eliminate
the issues completely. Furthering this understanding by investigating issues
related to the use and deployment of the automated tools and test beds is the
focus of our research.

1.1 Personal Context: Affiliation and Experience

A distinguishing feature of qualitative research is that the ”researcher is the in-
strument” [126] to a large extent. The conclusions of the research is influenced
by the assumptions, affiliation, and experience of the researcher, and as a con-
sequence, Patton proposes that it is a ”principle” [126] to report any personal
or professional information that may have affected the research.

During the course of this research, I have been 100% employed by Ericsson
AB in Sweden where I have worked for close to 15 years. The majority of my
positions have been related to testing, test automation, and test tool develop-
ment, but also to process improvement, change management, and IT project
management.

During this time, I have gained hands-on experience with industrial software
and hardware system development, implementation, and testing using both
traditional and agile processes, for evolving products as well as legacy prod-
ucts.

Most of my time at Ericsson has been dedicated to developing, managing,
procuring, and optimizing various test execution automation systems. The
scale of my projects have varied from tools used by a single team to tools
used by thousands of developers. The experience from these projects has been
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instrumental in identifying industry-relevant research questions and research
objectives.

In summary, my work at Ericsson has provided a unique insight into the daily
use of test automation tools, for very large scale development, in many differ-
ent types of test activities. This has obviously influenced my interpretation of
the collected material, which should be considered when reading this disserta-
tion.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides an overview of the concepts and definitions that are re-
lated to this dissertation.

2.1 Scope

The research reported in this dissertation specifically addresses software test
execution automation, which is a sub-activity to software test automation. Test
execution, ”running tests”, is often perceived as the single activity in test-
ing [119]. This is far from true, and the remainder of this section will define
testing, test execution and test execution automation in further detail.

2.1.1 Testing and test execution

The International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB)1, a major
provider of test certifications, defines testing as ”the process consisting of all
lifecycle activities, both static and dynamic, concerned with planning, prepa-
ration and evaluation of software products and related work products to deter-
mine that they satisfy specified requirements, to demonstrate that they are fit
for purpose and to detect defects” [179].

Testing is attractive to automate due to the potential effects on cost and lead
time. 30%-80% of the development costs are reported to be related to test-
ing [20][122][II][52]. Recent studies indicate that the majority of the release

1http://www.istqb.org/
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time in a software project may be used for testing [90], which is in line with the
author’s personal experiences and communication with practitioners.

The test work is organized by ISTQB in a five step ”fundamental test pro-
cess” [119], shown in Figure 2.2, which serves as a good illustration of the
complexities of testing.

Any test process may be implemented ”stand-alone” as a separate testing activ-
ity that receive products to be tested and deliver verdicts, or integrated as steps
in the development process [117]. Figure 2.1 illustrates a test flow where the
first parts are integrated with development, and the final two parts are handled
as completely stand-alone test projects.

SW Design

Component
Test

Unit Test

Testing integrated in
development process

Stand-alone test activities

Integration
 Test

System
Test

Figure 2.1: Illustration of different ”test levels” inside and outside a develop-
ment team

Considering the steps in the ISTQB fundamental test process, we conclude that
”test execution” is a sub-process to the test process in general. ISTQB defines
it as ”the process of running a test on the system under test, producing actual
test results” [179].

The ISTQB fundamental test process also consider ”regression testing” to be
part of the test execution. Regression testing is defined as ”testing of a pre-
viously tested program following modification to ensure that defects have not
been introduced or uncovered in unchanged areas of the software, as a result
of the changes made. It is performed when the software or its environment
is changed” [179]. Regression testing is usually performed by repeating the
same tests as previously performed, which makes it an excellent candidate for
automation.
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1. Planning and Control: The objectives of the testing are defined in this
phase, as well as specification of the activities needed to reach the objec-
tives.

2. Analysis and Design:
• The test objectives are refined into prioritized test conditions, test

data, and test cases, for later implementation and execution.
• The test environment is designed and necessary infrastructure and

tools are identified.

3. Implementation and Execution:
• Implementation:

– The test cases are finalized and prioritized.
– Test suites are created.
– Any test cases selected for automation are automated.
– The test environment is verified.

• Execution:
– Tests are executed, creating actual results that are compared to

expected results.
– Regression testing is performed to test that changes to already

tested code do not expose or introduce defects.

4. Evaluating exit criteria and Reporting: The test results are checked
against the criteria specified during the planning and control phase. This
is used to evaluate if more tests are needed, and to report the outcome to
the stakeholders.

5. Test Closure activities:
• Test completion check. Are the objectives fulfilled?
• Test artifacts handover.
• ”Lessons learned”: A retrospective to investigate what can be im-

proved for the next time?
• Archiving results, logs, reports, and other documents and work prod-

ucts.

Figure 2.2: Abbreviated steps of the ISTQB Fundamental Test Process
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2.1.2 Generic Automation

Automation as a generic concept has a relatively long history as a mechanism
to increase industrial efficiency and effectiveness. Simple control systems for
windmill control were automated in the 18th century [12], and automated and
semi-automated industrial production was introduced on a large scale in the
19th century [115].

• Automation is the ”automatically controlled operation of an appara-
tus, process, or system by mechanical or electronic devices that take
the place of human labor” [4].

• An automatic device have ”controls that allow something to work or
happen without being directly controlled by a person” [4].

The ”what and why” of automation is simple:

• The purpose of all types of automation is to avoid manual labor by using
a machine, a robot of sorts, to perform tasks for the human operator [4].

• The reasons for removing the humans from the process by using au-
tomation may vary, from performing tasks that are impossible for hu-
mans to perform for some reason [46], to increasing the performance of
the process being automated [62].

2.1.3 Test Automation Compared to Generic Automation

The fundamental idea behind test automation is no different from the idea be-
hind automation in general: we remove the operator and have the automated
device, the test scripts, perform the work without human intervention [4].
However, looking into the details, we can identify at least one significant dif-
ference in the life-cycle of test automation that must be considered during im-
plementation.

Many implementations of industrial process automation is relatively static and
can, once sufficient quality has been reached, be used until the end of life
of the production step. Other types of process automation, such as financial
systems, behave in similar ways, and are static as long as the process do not
change.

The main difference between general automation and test execution automa-
tion is that the test execution automation in comparison evolves very rapidly
throughout its use. The reason is that the product being tested evolves when
developed: if the product functionality is changed, the test scripts and, de-
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pending on the product feature change, the test system itself, must change as
well [48].

Many modern software development approaches emphasize frequent deliveries
of the product [165], and this will require frequent updates to the test execution
automation to keep it useable.

(a) Brewery Automation
The automation is mostly un-
changed during its use.
Photo: Courtney Johnston
CC-BY-NC-ND 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/8txaPx

(b) Software Test Automation
Automation evolves as the system
under test evolves.

Figure 2.3: Process Automation versus Automated Testing

Hence, the software test execution automation is a living product, similar to
the product being tested, and must be managed as such. The continuously
changing test automation product require the same support, maintenance, and
development as any other changing software product.

This is a critical insight for the long-term success of test execution automation,
unfortunately, it seems to be an insight that is missing in many test execution
automation projects [171][85].

2.1.3.1 Text Execution Automation

There is a terminology issue that becomes obvious when discussing test au-
tomation and test execution automation. On the surface it is trivial: test au-
tomation is the automation of the entire test process as defined in Section 2.1.1,
and test execution automation is the automation of the sub-process of test exe-
cution. Unfortunately, it is not as simple and clear in the real world.

In this dissertation, test execution is a sub-process in the test process.

Test execution is defined in Figure 2.2 as
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• Tests are executed, creating actual results that are compared to expected
results.

• Regression testing is performed to test that changes to already tested
code do not expose or introduce defects.

As a corollary to this, test execution automation becomes a sub-activity to test
automation.

The terminology is a source of potential misunderstandings. In our experi-
ence, a practitioner referring to ”test automation” is in general talking about
”test execution automation”, and not automation of the entire process, while
a scientist is more likely to consider the entire test process. The result is that
the term ”test automation” is context sensitive, and there is a clear difference
between practitioner views and researcher views.

This is not unique for the testing discipline. The terminology used in software
development is typically not well-defined [134] [61] [79] [66] [50] [193] [52],
which is a threat to the validity of for example literature reviews and static
research designs such as surveys.

Hence, different semantics may be used in the cited works, and the context of
those works must be considered to understand what the authors intended when
writing about ”test automation”.

Another consideration is what is considered to be test execution automation.
On closer investigation, even what is perceived as manual testing may need
support from test execution automation tools, due to constraints or limitations
in the product being tested [178]. For example, if the system under test have
properties that makes it hard or impossible for a human to directly manipu-
late or observe the behavior, one or several automation tools are necessary
to be able to work. As an example, embedded systems that are controlled
through machine-machine interfaces, need tools that increase controllability
and observability, even for manual testing. Hence, it is very common that
software testers depend on one or several test execution automation tools for
activities such as system manipulation, environment simulation, system obser-
vation, and result analysis. Using tools to support manual testing is equiva-
lent to automating parts of the work flow, and will potentially introduce the
same types of impediments that are encountered in a more obviously auto-
mated work flow.
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2.2 Test Execution Automation and Product Develop-
ment Performance

The expectations on test execution automation are likely formulated in differ-
ent ways from person to person, and from organization to organization. A
developer may expect functionality that can run ”hands-off tests on demand”,
or ”execute tests at a specific interval”2, while upper management may expect
effects that are more clearly connected to the business view. Regardless of
how the expectations are expressed, they can be condensed into ”better work
performance”.

Successful test execution automation increases the performance, while unsuc-
cessful automation decreases the performance.

2.2.1 Product Development Performance

The purpose of all organizations is to produce value for their stakeholders [27],
which, according to Drucker, is done by ”creating a customer” [182] and de-
livering a product, tangible or non-tangible, to that customer. If the customer
is unhappy with the product, or the stakeholders are unhappy with the created
value, the organization will eventually cease to exist. This is valid both for
for-profit organizations and for non-profit organizations, the difference is in
the created value.

To survive and be successful, an organization need to deliver its products
with sufficient performance. Performance in product development was inves-
tigated by Cedergren [27] who reviewed the terminology and concluded that
”performance in product development is interpreted differently by different
researchers” and that the use of the term ”performance” easily become am-
biguous. Cedergren then proposed a view of performance as the aggregate of
effectiveness and efficiency:

• Effectiveness relates to the output of the development process and how
it fulfills the goal.

• Efficiency relates to the cost of performing the activity.
2Personal communication
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2.2.2 Expected Performance Benefits from Test Execution Automa-
tion

Test execution automation has the potential to improve the performance of a
business for the same reasons as automation in general has the potential to
improve the performance of a business: either by increasing the performance
of the automated process, or by performing tasks that are impossible to perform
for humans [62].

An example of an activity that cannot be performed by humans in a reasonable
way is load-testing of web servers [6]. For load testing, is not feasible to
manually generate the necessary traffic to test the system by clicking in a web
browser, unless one uses a very large staff of testers, and even if one do, it is
likely not cost-effective.

A brief, non-exhaustive, overview of reasons to automate test execution drawn
from selected publications is shown in Table 2.1.
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2.3 Impediments Related to Test Execution Automa-
tion

In an ideal situation, all expectations on a test execution automation project
would be fulfilled resulting in a corresponding increase in product develop-
ment performance. In reality, there will be problems that put the expected
performance increase at risk. A test automation system is likely to suffer from
the same type of issues that any other comparably software system, and if these
issues are not managed, they will impact the business negatively.

The focus of this dissertation is to increase the scientific knowledge about im-
pediments that are experienced due to the use of automated software test ex-
ecution. In this section, we introduce terminology useful for discussing these
problems, and provide an overview of existing research relevant to this disser-
tation.

2.3.1 Impediments and Technical Debt

Two concepts are useful when discussing problems that occur when imple-
menting and using test execution automation, ”impediments” and ”technical
debt”. There is also a need to understand the relation between the two con-
cepts.

2.3.1.1 Impediments

Impediments are hindrances for work and are defined by the Scrum Alliance
as ”anything that prevents a team member from working as efficiently as pos-
sible” [153], which typically translates to stopped or slower development [96].
Impediments reduce the efficiency of the development process, as defined in
Section 2.2.1.

2.3.1.2 Technical Debt

”Technical debt” is a metaphor that has gained popularity in the agile develop-
ment community to describe the gap between the current state of the system
and the ideal state of the system [23], usually in situations where a compromise
is made during development to meet demands in one dimension, such as lead
time, by sacrificing work in another dimension, such as architecture. The con-
cept was first used by Cunningham [38] to describe situations where long-term
code quality is traded for short-term gains in development speed. Translated to
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product development performance as defined in Section 2.2.1, this corresponds
to increasing the efficiency by decreasing the effectiveness.

The metaphor compares design choices to economics: by not doing something
during development, one takes out a loan on the system and pays for that loan
by future costs caused by the design choice. One may then choose to accept
the cost or, if feasible, pay off the debt through re-work [23]. One of the main
differences to financial debt is that while financial debt occurs from a deliberate
action of taking a loan, technical debt can be caused by factors outside the
control of the development team [23], which in turn may cause the debt to be
invisible to all or parts of an organization.

Like a financial loan, technical debt can be necessary and well-motivated to be
able to move forward with the business at hand.

Technical debt in general is an active research area. Further research was rela-
tively recently proposed by Brown et al. [23], suggesting field studies to deter-
mine the relative importance of sources of debt, what sources have the highest
impact, and how the debt is handled.

One consequence of the emerging nature of technical debt research is that the
terminology is less well defined that desired [172]. For the purposes of this
dissertation, we define technical debt as imperfections in the implementation
of a product and its related artifacts due to short-cuts taken to speed up the
development process. The technical debt may be visible or invisible to the
customer.

2.3.1.3 Performance, Technical Debt, and Impediments

It is important to understand that technical debt and impediments are two
fundamentally different things: an impediment slows down the development,
while the technical debt is an imperfection in the design itself. The impact on
the product development performance is illustrated by Figure 2.4.

• Technical debt do not necessarily slow down the development, unless
a change is needed that depends on the optimal implementation in the
product. If that occurs, the technical debt manifests as an impediment,
that can be removed by implementing a better solution.

• Impediments do not necessarily cause technical debt, unless the imped-
iment slows down development enough to force the developers to select
a substandard implementation option to be able to deliver their product
when all other means of managing the impediment have been exhausted.
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Figure 2.4: The effect of impediments and technical debt on development per-
formance

2.4 Industrial Relevance

A very large part of the work and costs in a software development organization
is consumed by testing, 30%-80% of the development costs have been reported
to be related to testing [20] [122] [II] [52].

The global test tool market was estimated to 931 million USD in 1999 [157].
Corrected for inflation, this represents a value in excess of 1.3 billion USD in
20143. Considering the 14% annual growth of the software sector reported by
BSA in 2008 [161], it is likely that this has increased significantly during the
last decade.

In our view, the infrastructure needed to perform testing forms a very large
part of the costs related to testing. Scientific publications have reported that
the complexity and total size of the testware, the test tools and test scripts, for
a product can be in the order of, or even larger than, the complexity and size
of the product being tested [15] [140] [88] [VIII]. From this we can conjecture
that the costs for development and maintenance of test equipment can be in the
order of the cost of developing and maintaining the actual product. There are
approximately 18.5 million software developers globally [70], which translates
to a potential yearly global testware cost of up to 9.25 million man years,
assuming that up to half of the work is spent on the testware. Even if a lot
less effort is spent on tools than on the sold products, it still represents a major
investment for the software business as a whole.

If the infrastructure is unused, or poorly utilized, due to test automation im-
pediments, those investment costs will be recovered slower than intended, or
not at all, which is a significant risk to a software business.

Recently, Kerzazi and Khomh reported that 86% of the release time in their
3http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl?cost1=931&year1=1999&

year2=2014
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studied projects was used by testing [90], and that testing may become the pri-
mary bottleneck in a release process. As a consequence, Kherzazi and Khomh
propose that organizations must “automate or drown”. If an organization takes
this advice, implements test execution automation to manage the release time,
and the automation fails, the effect will likely be significant delays to the next
release, which may have very negative impact on the business.

These investments are to a large extent already in place. Test execution au-
tomation is widely used in the software industry. In 2004, Ng et al. [122]
reported that nearly 68% of the respondents in their survey on testing prac-
tices had automated at least some part of their testing. The survey frame was
composed from Australian software developers and spanned a variety of orga-
nizational types, business areas, and company sizes.

In a 2013 survey on testing practices in Canada, Garousi and Zhi [52] in-
vestigated the ratio of manual vs automated testing and found that approxi-
mately 87% of the respondents had automated at least parts of their testing in
their projects. However, the majority of the testing was still performed manu-
ally.

The increase in the number of organizations using automation is not surpris-
ing. Methods such as continuous integration [165], test-driven development,
and automated acceptance testing [67], makes test execution automation into
something performed daily, not only by testers, but also by the ordinary pro-
grammer.

2.5 Related Work

The presence of impediments and technical debt related to test execution au-
tomation and test execution automation tools is not widely explored as a re-
search area on its own, and in general, the body of empirical knowledge on
industrial test automation as a whole, is small [135]. The availability of evi-
dence is further explored through the systematic literature review reported in
Chapter 9. Rafi et al. [135], reviewing ”benefits and limitations of automated
testing”, identified 23 publications, and our own systematic literature review
(SLR) [IV] identified 38 publications. These publications are relatively re-
cent, the publications analyzed in the systematic literature review were pub-
lished between 1999 and 2014. Hence, one may conclude that the academic
involvement in this type of research is relatively new.

The shortage of published evidence is not an indication of a lack of issues.
Drawing from experience, I propose that it is highly likely that impediments
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related to automated test execution will be discovered in any software engi-
neering research performed in a context where test automation is used.

2.5.1 Case Studies and Experience Reports

A large study focusing on theory generation for testing in general through
grounded theory [114, p. 79] was performed by the Lappeenranta University
of Technology in Finland, and has resulted in a several relevant publications
by Taipale [168], Kasurinen [88][87], and Karhu [85] drawing from the same
dataset. The data was collected through a series of interviews and investiga-
tions in the Finnish software development industry. The results from these
publications are included in the synthesis in the systematic literature review
reported in Chapter 9. Their results are to a large extent similar to ours, even if
they are not identical. The main difference to our empirical studies is that our
empirical studies are focusing on detailed investigations into single organiza-
tions, while the studies performed at Lappeenranta University were performed
as cross-unit qualitative surveys based on interviews.

Formalized and structured research from within an organization is rare. Karl-
ström et al. [86] performed observational research as part of validating their
test process framework. Etnographic research on testing in general was per-
formed by Martin et al. [113] and Rooksby et al. [141]. Notably, a large part
of the reports from within organizations are ”experience reports”. Experience
reports are characterized by being written ”after the fact”, drawing from the
experiences of the report authors and their colleagues during the execution of
an activity. The difference from a research report is that the research is planned
beforehand and should have a defined method and clear objectives prior to data
collection.

2.5.2 Literature Reviews

To the best of our knowledge, there are no systematic literature reviews specif-
ically aimed at impediments for software test execution automation, which is
the reason for performing the systematic literature review reported in Chap-
ter 9.

Rafi et al. [135] performed a systematic literature review seeking knowledge
on the benefits and limitations of automated testing and compare their findings
with the outcome of an industrial survey. Their findings also include important
meta-information about the research area. In searching the field only 25 papers
were found to be relevant. Also, the authors propose that a publication bias is
present, where only positive results are published. The primary contributions
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of their paper are the observation of the shortage of evidence, the practitioner
survey, and the comparison of the survey results to the literature review. The
literature review in itself is described quite briefly. It differs from our survey in
the objectives, the search terms, and in being limited in time to 1999-2011. We
originally considered a similar limitation in our systematic literature review,
but the reduction in initial search hit volume is insignificant compared to the
total volume of primary studies. The practitioner survey is included in our
synthesis.

Persson and Yilmaztürk [129] performed a literature review in their search for
”pitfalls” related to test execution automation. The resulting list presented in
their paper contains 32 pitfalls from literature and an additional two drawing
from their own automation experiences. The search process used by Persson
and Yilmaztürk is not described, neither is the process by which the findings
were extracted.

Mulder and Whyte reviewed studies on GUI-based test execution automa-
tion on test effectiveness [118], primarily seeking answers to two questions:
”what factors negatively influence automated testing”, and ”what guidelines
and techniques could potentially mitigate the risks associated with automated
testing”. Their review identifies two main areas that cause problems, ”unre-
alistic expectations” and ”underestimation of complexity”. The main method-
ological differences from our review is that their study focus on GUI automa-
tion, and that the search process and how the findings were extracted are not
described.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The research described in this dissertation is exploratory and descriptive, and
to some extent also explanatory [144] and interpretative. The results are based
on data collected through the empirical studies described in Part III, researcher
experience, and a body of evidence collected from other publications through
a systematic literature review.

The chapter is organized as follows:

• An overview of the research process is provided in Section 3.1.

• The research objectives and research questions are presented in Sec-
tion 3.2.

• The motivation for the choice of the empirical research methodology in
general is presented in Section 3.3.

• The motivation for the choice of individual research methods and how
they contribute to the final result is presented in Section 3.4. In Sec-
tion 3.4, we also provide an overview of the individual research meth-
ods.

• The threats to the validity in general to the dissertation research are dis-
cussed in Section 3.5

• A discussion on research ethics is presented in Section 3.6.

3.1 Research Process

The research process is illustrated by the systemigram [19] in Figure 3.1, and
followed these steps:
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1. Preliminary research objectives were defined, based on business needs
and researcher experience.

2. A preliminary literature survey to get an overview of the field was per-
formed as part of a research planning course. The survey was primarily
performed using google scholar1.

3. The research objectives were refined, using the findings from the pre-
liminary literature survey.

4. The preliminary literature survey clearly indicated that there was a de-
fiency of empirical evidence in the published literature.

5. The research objectives were used to formulate the main research ques-
tions. Minor iterative refinement of the research questions occurred dur-
ing the course of the research.

6. Industrial case studies were performed to (a) collect empirical evidence,
and (b) increase the researcher experience about the field in general.
The case studies used mostly qualitative research methods, which are
described in further detail in Section 3.4.

7. A systematic literature review (SLR) was performed to answer the main
research questions. The SLR combines relevant evidence from our em-
pirical case studies with further empirical evidence from published re-
search and experience reports. The results of the SLR are derived through
a qualitative synthesis of the included publications. The methodology of
the SLR is described in detail in Chapter 9.

1http://scholar.google.com/
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3.2 Research Objectives

The research objectives were defined from a combination of researcher expe-
rience, business needs, and the outcome of a preliminary literature survey, as
illustrated by Figure 3.1.

The objective of this research is to enable improvement of software test execu-
tion automation in industrial software development by increasing the scientific
understanding of impediments that may occur as a consequence of using soft-
ware test execution automation.

3.2.1 Main Research Questions

To address the above research objectives, we formulated the following research
questions that are answered by the work in this thesis:

1. Which, if any, types of impediments are encountered by software devel-
opment organizations as a consequence of using software test execution
automation?

Improvement and risk management is simplified by understanding the
nature of what may happen.

2. What causes impediments when using software test execution automa-
tion in a software development organization?

Information about the underlying cause or phenomena that contribute
to an impediment or impediment group will simplify the mitigation and
prevention of the impediments.

3. Which are the most critical impeding factors for software test execution
automation, that is, which factors should one focus on managing, when
deploying, using, and evaluating test execution automation?

It is likely not possible to manage all risks or improve everything at
once in an automation project and knowing what is most important will
help the project prioritize its actions.

3.3 Why Empirical Research?

In 1976 Barry Boehm wrote that ”there is little organized knowledge of what
a software designer does, how he does it, or of what makes a good software
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designer” [20]. Boehm also defined Software Engineering as ”the practical
application of scientific knowledge in the design and construction of computer
programs and the associated documentation required” [20]. The necessity for
a scientific approach to software engineering is well motivated by Nancy Leve-
son, in a comparison between the early years of high-pressure steam engines
and development of safety-critical software [106]. Leveson observes that in the
case of steam engines ”there was little scientific understanding of the causes of
boiler explosions”, and continues by comparing the construction of steam en-
gines at the time to the early 1990’s approach to development of safety-critical
software. Leveson draws a parallel between the steam engine practice of the
19th century and the software development practice of the 1990’s, proposes
that a scientific approach to dependable software is needed, and reminds us
that ”changing from an art to a science requires accumulating and classifying
knowledge” [106].

According to Briand [21] and Rooksby [141], empirical studies are essential
to be able to compare and improve testing practices. However, the evidence in
the test execution automation area is sparse, Rafi et al. [135], in performing a
systematic literature review on the benefits and limitations of automated soft-
ware testing, discovered only 25 publications related to automatio in general.
Our own rigorous systematic literature review, searching for impediments and
related technical debts in test execution automation, identifies 38 publications,
some of which contain only a few sentences touching upon the subject. Several
of the publications draw from the same studies, which makes the actual body
of evidence even smaller.

There is in general a shortage of information in the software engineering field.
In the conclusions of her paper on qualitative methods in software engineer-
ing, Seaman writes that there are concerns about a lack of opportunities for
real world research and that this implies that we must use all opportunities
we get to collect and analyze as much data as possible. This is in line with
the calculations of Sjøberg et al. [159] who estimated that 2000 high-quality
studies are required yearly to be able to answer the majority of the current
high-importance research questions in software engineering.

The lack of empirical data and apparent low historical interest in industrial
test research may explain the claim by Martin et al. [113], that ”there is a
disconnect between software testing research and practice” and continues by
describing that the research efforts have been focused on technical efficiency,
such as designing tests better or measuring coverage, and not on organizational
efficiency, such as minimizing time and effort needed for delivery.

Hence, industrial research should be an important part of the software engi-
neering discipline. It provides real-life insight, and opportunities to validate
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the findings from theoretical studies. Without real-world research, we have no
idea if what we propose as scientists is sound or not.

3.4 Empirical Research Methods

In Section 3.3, we motivated why empirical software research in general is
necessary to be able to connect theory and practice. In this section, we will
motivate the selection of the individual methods used, together with a brief
overview of each method. The research methodology for each study is further
described in the studies themselves.

We used three major research approaches for the research described in this
dissertation:

• Industrial case studies were used to perform the majority of the primary
research in this dissertation. A case study is an umbrella method that is
used to investigate ”a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its
real-life context” [194], and may in turn use many different methods for
collection of data. The case study approach allowed us to collect relevant
data about the units of analysis in real time to be able to investigate what
actually was going on.

• Survey research methods were used in the discussion board investiga-
tion reported in Chapter 8. The primary benefit of survey research is to
allow inference on a population from a subset of the population [17],
which keeps the cost of the study down. The very large amount of data
available in the discussion board had to be sampled to keep the effort at
a reasonable level. We also performed a practitioner survey of the users
of the discussion board to further investigate the validity and findings
from the analysis of the discussion board.

• A systematic literature review [93] was performed to identify scientifi-
cally reported software development impediments related to automated
software test execution and to explain the mechanisms leading to the
impediments through a qualitative synthesis. The systematic literature
review enabled us to provide more generalizable answers to the research
questions than if we had only used our own industrial case studies.

3.4.1 Case Study

The umbrella method for the majority of the primary research presented in
this dissertation is the case study [194]. The case study method is used to
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understand real-life issues in depth, using multiple sources of evidence that
are combined, triangulated, to form the results and conclusions of the study.
The purpose of the case study is to investigate what is actually going on in the
units of analysis.

In software engineering, the case study method is described in detail in the
case study guidelines published by Runeson and Höst [144]. We have mostly
followed their advice, but have also used methodological influences from other
fields, as cited in the design sections for each study. Runeson and Höst [144]
include ethical guidelines for the execution of a case study research project.
Ethical considerations for this research project are further described in Sec-
tion 3.6.

According to Robson [139], a case study can be exploratory, descriptive, or
explanatory:

• exploratory research concerns the generation of hypotheses, seeking in-
sights, and finding out what is going on in and around the study object

• descriptive research describes the study object and its related phenomena

• explanatory research aims at explaining a situation or phenomenon

There is also a fourth category, described by Runeson and Höst [145], ”improv-
ing”, aiming at improving an aspect of the studied phenomenon. I consider that
to be closer to action research [107] than case studies, given the definition by
Yin above. This is the only type of research that has not been performed during
this project, even if ”improvement proposals” are one of the outcomes from our
studies, the actual implementation of the improvements have not been part of
the work. The primary reasons for this are lead-time and complexity: Chang-
ing and improving large organizations take a lot of time and many people have
to be influenced and involved.

Runeson and Höst [145] emphasize the need for triangulation of data to be able
to form a good view of the case. Triangulation involves using different views
of the case to form a better picture, and can take different forms, combining
different data sources, multiple observers, multiple methods, and multiple the-
ories, in order to improve the results.

The flow of a case study is typically not linear. A case study is a flexible de-
sign, and it may be necessary to return to the previous steps to collect more
data or to perform more analysis, depending on the outcome of the analy-
sis [139]. An example of the data processing steps in a case study is shown in
Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Example Case Study Data Processing Flow Showing the Iterative
Nature of Case Study Research

3.4.2 Qualitative Interviews

The purpose of the qualitative interview is to gain insight about the daily life
of the subjects, from their own perspectives, with respect to the research objec-
tives [102]. Typically, a qualitative research interview is semi-structured, and
is conducted according to an interview guide [89] that directs the conversation
and contains suggested questions and areas of inquiry.

In addition to the communicated information, a qualitative interview also pro-
vides information about how the subject communicates the experiences and
opinions. This is also input to the research, what is ”said between the lines” [102]
is as important as what is stated right out.

There are a number of validity threats present in the interviewing process, re-
lated to the communication between the researcher and the subject, as well as
to the researcher himself:

• How the questions are formulated, and in what order they are asked, may
influence the results [148][152].

• The properties of the researcher may influence the results [17][152].
This threat to the validity was present in the study reported in [Paper B],
where some of the subjects may have had a preconception of what I was
interested in. This could have lead to a focus on test tools, instead of the
big picture, since my research was known to be about testing.

• Errors in processing the data may be present, for example, by omitting
information or making other errors when taking notes. This is mitigated
by recording the interviews, with permission from the subjects, and tran-
scribing the notes or referring to them as needed during the analysis of
the data [24].

• Miscommunication may occur, and something completely different was
intended by the subject than the researcher interpreted it as. This can
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be mitigated by the researcher, by immediately reformulating what the
subject said, and seeking confirmation from the subject [102].

Selection of respondents is subject to the same validity issues as survey sam-
pling, which is described in Section 3.4.3.3.

3.4.3 Surveys

The purpose of a survey is to describe a population in terms of one or several
measurable properties by observing a sample of the objects that form the pop-
ulation [17]. The observations made through the sample are used to estimate
the properties of interest, through statistical inference.

Designing a survey is highly complex [149], this section do not intend to
cover all aspects of designing a survey. The intention is to briefly provide
an overview of the design considerations that are most relevant to the research
in the dissertation.
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Figure 3.3: Population, frame, and sample

A survey is a fixed research design, and the validity issues must be carefully
considered prior to deployment, as any mistakes will be hard or impossible to
correct once the survey is sent to the respondents [17][5]. The survey design
process is organized to primarily minimize the risk for bias caused by system-
atic errors, as bias cannot be managed through statistical analysis.

Biemer [16] describe the ”total survey error” as an aggregate of multiple pa-
rameters, as shown in Figure 3.4. Optimizing the total survey error is very
complex, and ultimately rests on the experience of the researcher [110], even
if there are methods and processes to guide the design.
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Figure 3.4: Total Survey Error, after Biemer [16]

3.4.3.1 Questionnaire Design

There are significant validity risks involved in the design of a survey question-
naire, in particular since the survey is a static design that cannot be changed
when deployed. These risks are partly shared with the validity challenges in
qualitative interview research, for example how and in what order questions
are asked [148][152]. In qualitative interviews there is an opportunity for clar-
ifications from both the researcher and the subject [102], which may mitigate
the effects, while in survey research, these risks must be managed through
reviews and pretesting of the questionnaire [17].

3.4.3.2 Population, Frame, and Sample Size

The primary benefit of a survey compared to a census is that the survey is
deployed towards a limited sample of the objects in the population, while a
census attempts to collect information from all objects [149]. This makes the
survey more cost-effective than a census, and is a trade-off between cost and
variance in the results.

To be able to perform the sampling in a controlled and scientific way, a well
defined sampling frame is used, as shown in Figure 3.3. Ideally, a sampling
frame contains all members of the intended population, and no units that are
not parts of the population [16].

The required sample size n for an error margin d at a 95% confidence interval
is calculated using Equations 3.1a-3.1c. If the population size N is sufficiently
small, the sample size must be corrected to yield the correct results. This has
an additional benefit of reducing the samples needed and consequently also
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the work involved. The correction has to be performed if the finite population
correction factor (fpc) is less than 0.9, that is, if more than 10% of the pop-
ulation is sampled according to Equation 3.1a [17]. The equations estimate
the required number of samples for a 50% proportion, which is the worst-case
situation.

n0 =
1

d2
(3.1a)

fpc = 1− n0

N
(3.1b)

n =

{
n0

1+
n0
N

fpc < 0.9

n0 fpc ≥ 0.9
(3.1c)

If fewer responses than intended are received, which typically is the case, the
variance will increase and the error margins will be impacted. Hence, the real
error margins [65] must be calculated using the actual data after the survey is
completed.

Nonresponse may also cause bias, if the responses are distributed unevenly
over the sample frame. A low response rate require analysis to determine if
there is an actual problem caused by systematically missing strata from the
frame, or if the nonresponse is random [111] in which case only the variance
is impacted.

3.4.3.3 Sampling Approach

The actual sampling can be performed through different mechanisms, which
conceptually can be classified into non-random and random sampling.

Non-random sampling includes two mechanisms that are popular in software
engineering research, convenience sampling and purposive sampling.

• Convenience sampling is based on making the survey available to the
population at large, and hoping that people will respond to it. Examples
of convenience samples used in software engineering is to post a request
for participation in a newsletter [131] or using personal contacts and
social media [57] to perform a snowball sample [55]. The main problem
with convenience sampling is there is no basis for inference on a larger
population from the results of a convenience sample [17], but this has
to be balanced with the opportunity to reach respondents that otherwise
would not have been identified [110].
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• Purposive sampling is based on active selection of respondents that are
believed to be representative for the target population. This is commonly
used for selection of respondents for interview based research, and is the
approach used by us in [I] and [II]. The main risk involved is selection
bias caused by the person(s) involved in the selection [17].

3.4.4 Thematic Analysis of Qualitative Data

In most of the studies involving qualitative data, ”thematic coding” as de-
scribed by Robson[139] was used. Cruzes and Dybå [37] provides a detailed
overview of how to perform the analysis, and argues for its use in software
engineering research.

Thematic analysis is a method to identify patterns in the data, by classifying
behaviors, events, activities or other phenomena that are relevant for the study.
The analysis is performed through a number of steps, as shown in Figure 3.5.
The researcher revisits the steps iteratively, as needed, until the analysis is
complete.

• The first part of the analysis is to read the data carefully. The reason for
this is to understand the data better in order to become more comfortable
with handling and analysing the data.

• The second part consists of identifying a number of potential codes for
coding, or labeling, snippets of evidence. This can be done by defining
a set of start codes based on prior understanding, incrementally during
the work, or as a combination of both [37]. The codes are then applied
to the body of evidence. The codes are used to group segments of data,
and these groups can then be examined to find repetitions, similarities,
differences, anomalies, or connections to other research.

• The final part consists of a series of iterative refinements, where the
codes are combined into themes and finally a model, increasing the level
of abstraction for each step. During this phase, additional codes may be
defined as needed. The final model is used to describe and understand
the phenomenon of interest.

Bazeley [9] emphasizes the need for a greater understanding of the data as
opposed to simply ”identifying themes”. While the identification of themes
is important, and the starting point of the analysis, Bazeley points out that
this may result in a ”garden path analysis”: a pleasant walk through the data,
leading nowhere, instead of developing a useful model through reflection and
interpretation. Bazeley points out that qualitative analysis is more than identi-
fying themes, and promotes the use of context, discourse analysis, and lack of
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Figure 3.5: Thematic Analysis Process. After Cruzes and Dybå [37] and
Creswell [35]

association to complement the analysis.

Using computer-assisted qualitative analysis software (CAQDAS), for exam-
ple RQDA [74] or NVivo [125], may simplify the process and allows automatic
aggregation of all evidence belonging to a specific code or theme, but may also
introduce other problems.

Closeness is described by Gilbert as knowledge of the content, and comfort
with the handling of data. Gilbert’s study [54] of CAQDAS users describe
three problems related to ”closeness”: the metacognitive shift, the tactile-
digital divide, and over-coding. Of these, over-coding is, in my opinion, the
most obvious issue, and was encountered during the course of this research.

• The meta-cognitive shift is about reflection on the way the researcher
works while performing the analysis, and reaching a state where the
software actually assists the researcher instead of imposing limitations
on the work.

• The tactical-digital divide is caused by working on-screen instead of
with ”physical” evidence such as printouts. It is likely that this imped-
iment is caused by a lack of familiarity with the tool, the participants
in Gilbert’s study had initial problems which were reduced over time.
Many participants worked on both paper and the computer, and this is
the same approach as was used in this research.
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• Over-coding occurs when the user of the tool creates too many, too nar-
row, codes. The resulting system of codes becomes hard to analyze
and the creation of a model is impeded, instead of assisted, by behavior
made easier by the software. Manual coding is more complex to man-
age, which limits this type of behavior.

3.4.5 Literature Review Methods

The design for the systematic literature review in Chapter 9 is described in
detail in that chapter. It is designed to primarily follow the guidelines by
Kitchenham et al. [95] and the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews
of Interventions [69].

3.5 Validity

3.5.1 Introduction

An important part of the scientific approach is to nurture ”a degree of scepti-
cism about our findings and their meaning” [139]. As scientists, we must ask
ourselves if what we propose is valid or not. House [73] propose that the best
method to determine validity is to examine sources of invalidity and criticize
our own research to identify potential flaws.

A key insight is that validity cannot be an after-thought. As emphasized by
Runeson and Höst [144], validity must be adressed throughout the entire course
of the research. Robson introduces validity simply by asking ”have you done
a good, thorough, and honest job?” [139]. While a simple ”yes” to this would
be a very attractive and easy way to determine validity, it is unfortunately not
enough.

In determining validity, it is essential to understand what validity is and what
it is not. One interpretation by Kvale propose that a valid argument is ”sound,
well-grounded, justifiable, strong, and convincing” [101].

There is also a matter of form as well as of process and content. To make an
argument convincing to the reader, one must understand that the readers of a
study expects the report to conform to a specific format [145], and if the report
deviate from the expected format, it is perceived as less valid [147]. The eval-
uation of validity is in itself part of the expectations on the format and is part
of persuading the reader and ourselves that the work is well done [73].
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Validity is a combination of many properties, and is research about research, an
inquiry into the craftmanship of the research [101] to determine if the research
fulfills the required properties.

3.5.2 Validity Issues

In this section, we discuss general validity issues relevant to the entire research
desicribed by this dissertation. The specific validity issues for each study are
reported in the respective chapters describing the research performed in the
studies.

3.5.2.1 External Validity

The external validity of a study addresses the generalizability of the find-
ings [145].

The case study results are proposed to be valid in the contexts of the case
studies, and not immediately generalizable. To adress this issue, we have per-
formed a systematic literature review that is reported in Chapter 9 where the
findings are discussed together with other published research. The opportuni-
ties for generalization are discussed in the individual studies as well.

There are clearly identifiable trends and similarities. These should be consid-
ered as opportunities for more empirical industrial research, in order to im-
prove the generalization confidence and form theories about automated testing
and software development in general.

3.6 Ethical Considerations

3.6.1 Consent, Confidentiality, and Cooperation

The case studies described in this proposal have been performed according
to the guidelines for case studies in software engineering by Runeson and
Höst [144]. This includes informed consent from the subjects and organiza-
tions, and confidentiality of interviews and other material. The published pa-
pers have been reviewed by representatives for the studied organizations prior
to submission and the results have been discussed in feedback sessions.
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3.6.2 Research Transparency

Performing software engineering research in industry can be a challenging en-
deavour. In order to gain access to data or people, the researchers usually need
to be prepared to sign non-disclosure agreement, have their potential publica-
tions reviewed and approved by company representatives, and treat raw data
confidentially. These corporate requirements are in sharp contrast to the needs
of transparency in the research community that allows us to validate and repli-
cate research. At the same time, the software engineering research discipline
is completely dependent of industrial information for progress.

There is a shortage of empirical information in the software engineering body
of knowledge. Seaman concluded, in a paper on qualitative methods in soft-
ware engineering [154], that there are concerns about a lack of opportunities
for real world research and that this implies that we must use all opportu-
nities we get to collect and analyze as much data as possible. More recently,
Sjøberg et al. [159] estimated that 2000 high-quality studies are required yearly
to be able to answer the majority of the current high-importance research ques-
tions in software engineering.

Hence, industrial research is an important part of the software engineering
discipline. It provides real-life insight, and opportunities to validate the find-
ings from theoretical studies. Without real world research, we have no idea
if what we propose as scientists is sound or not. Software engineering re-
search is applied research [126] and to be successful it depends on a symbiotic
relationship with its practitioners. Without practitioners, it would not be engi-
neering.

As scientists we value the openness of information, because openness is needed
to be able to evaluate and replicate research. We can never be certain about the
quality of the research unless the data and process that was the foundation for
the results are available. Hence, it is rational and reasonable that a researcher
makes this information available to the community.

A business, on the other hand, is bound by its agreement to its owners, em-
ployees, and shareholders. Implicitly, this includes to not release information
that may cause damage to the company, either by revealing the future plans of
the business, or by revealing information that puts the company in a negative
view. Hence, it is rational and reasonable that the company reveal as little as
possible to the community, unless it is obvious that the business benefits from
the action.

From this follows that there is a need for balance between the needs of the sci-
entists and the needs of the industry, and that scientists planning to do research
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using real-life businesses need to accept certain limitations in what they can
and cannot do.

In 1976, Barry Boehm took an important step for the software engineering
field by publishing a paper simply named ”Software engineering” [20]. In
that paper, the research area was motivated by a combination of costs and an
increased need for trustworthy software. Boehm proposes that software en-
gineering is ”the means by which we attempt to produce all of this software
in a way that is both cost-effective and reliable enough to deserve our trust”,
and continues by defining it as ”the practical application of scientific knowl-
edge in the design and construction of computer programs and the associated
documentation required to develop, operate, and maintain them.”

From these statements we draw two important conclusions:

• Software engineering is an applied science, connecting theory, in the
form of scientific knowledge, to technology, in the form of design and
construction of software and related artefacts. This requires the cooper-
ation between the scientific community and the software industry.

• Software engineering is not about producing perfect results. Boehm
writes that the development of software need to be ”both cost-effective
and reliable enough”.

The consequence is that trade-offs are a part of the discipline and that we have
to either live with the limitations on transparency or not do the research at
all.
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Part II

Summary
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Chapter 4

Contributions

The research described in this dissertation was conducted through industrial
case studies that expand the empirical body of evidence on software text exe-
cution and development in the real world, combined with a systematic litera-
ture review. The evidence on impediments related to test execution automation
that was reported from our studies is included in the analysis in the systematic
literature review.

Our main findings include:

1. A comprehensive list of potential impediments reported in the published
body of knowledge on test execution automation. We have also per-
formed an in-depth analysis of how such impediments are formed and
how the impediments may affect the performance of a development
team.

2. A proposal for a qualitative model of interactions between the main
groups of phenomena that contribute to the formation of impediments
in a test execution automation project.

In addition to this, we contribute qualitative and quantitative empirical data
from our industrial case studies. The empirical data is used to support our
analysis, and can also be used for further research in the area.

It is clear from the systematic literature review that impediments related to
software test execution automation are reported from a variety of contexts, and
it is likely that many of these impediments are of a general nature. However,
the body of evidence is relatively small, and there is a need for more empirical
research to further investigate this observation.

Through our research, we found that test execution automation is a commonly
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under-estimated activity, not only in terms of resources but also in terms of the
complexity of the work.

There is a clear tendency to perform the work ad hoc, down-prioritize the
automation in favor of other activities, and ignore the long-term effects in favor
of short-term gains. This is both a technical and a cultural problem that need
to be managed by awareness of the problems that may arise, and also have to
be solved in the long term through education and information.

We conclude our work by proposing a theoretical model of the socio-technical
system that needs to be managed to be successful with test execution automa-
tion.

4.1 Answers to the Research Questions

4.1.1 Which, if any, types of impediments are encountered by soft-
ware development organizations as a consequence of using
software test execution automation?

From our research, we conclude that a software development organization that
choose to use software test execution automation can expect to encounter a
large number of impediments. In the systematic literature review, we classified
the impediments into the main classes shown in Table 4.1 below. The full
hierarchy is presented in Table 9.6 and Table 9.5 in Chapter 9.

Each impediment class in this table has further sub-classes, and the detailed
answer to this question is provided by the systematic literature review that is
reported in Chapter 9. The review provides both a taxonomy of impediments

Table 4.1: Main Impediment Classes. The full table is presented in Chapter 9

Organizational Impediments
Behavioural Effects
Business and Planning
Communication
Skills, Knowledge, and Learning

Test System and System-Under-Test Impediments
IT Environment
System Under Test
Test System
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identified from empirical studies and a qualitative discussion on these impedi-
ments.

4.1.2 What causes impediments when using software test execu-
tion automation in a software development organization?

Trivially, one may propose that the reason for impediments related to software
test execution automation is a lack of insight into the behavior of an automation
project, both technically and socially. Providing this insight is in line with the
objectives of this dissertation.

The answer to this research question depends on the granularity on which it
is answered. A detailed answer to this question is provided by the systematic
literature review that is reported in Chapter 9. In the qualitative synthesis,
we identify behaviors that both contribute to, and mitigate, the formation of
impediments.

As an example, consider these statements quoted from the systematic literature
review in Chapter 9:

• ”Test execution automation depends on stability and structure in the test-
ing and processes to be successful [48]. It will be very difficult to suc-
cessfully implement test execution automation if the testing in general is
unstructured, considered optional [108], or there is a general negativity
to processes and quality [80].”

• ”Selecting the correct tools is very important. If the tool selection is done
without concern for the process and the system under test, the result may
be that the selected tools are unsuitable for the work [51] [I].”

4.1.3 Which are the most critical impeding factors for software
test execution automation?

There is a large number of impediments that can be attributed to software test
execution automation, and it is likely that no single impediment will make or
break the automation effort. The impediments, the impediment root causes,
and the impact of the impediments will interact and form a socio-technical
system that need to be managed in a balanced way. This research proposes a
model of this system, as shown in Figure 4.1. Successful use, development,
and deployment of test execution automation requires management of this sys-
tem, and not management of single success factors.
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4.2 Contributions from the industrial case studies

During the research described in this thesis we have studied industrial software
development in three different organizational units to investigate what issues
and impediments were encountered by software developers using automated
test tools.

From each empirical study, the following contributions are made:

• ”Technical Debt in Test Automation” [I]:
This paper reports on an investigation about the experiences of devel-
opers that have assumed responsibility for integration testing of their
product as part of a larger system.
The objective of this study was to investigate ”technical debt” [23] re-
lated to test execution automation in a software design organization. The
study was performed as an exploratory case study [139], drawing pri-
marily from semi-structured interviews, but also from artifact review
investigating the processes used. We have since redefined our view of
”technical debt” to consist only of shortcuts taken to speed up develop-
ment that manifest as imperfections in the final product. This does not
change the results of the study.

This primary contributions of this study are:

– Empirical evidence on impediments identified during the exploratory
case study.

– An overview of previously published case studies and experience
reports related to test execution automation

The literature reviews presented in the original paper have been im-
proved since publication. An improved review of test execution automa-
tion case studies has been performed as the SLR reported in [IV] and
Chapter 9.

The case study contributes a number of insights on how a development
team experiences test execution automation tools:

– Some tools were considered to be badly suited for the tasks at hand.
One of the selected tools was unable to test the application ade-
quately, which required the introduction of a third tool.

– Changes in the underlying infrastructure had exposed technical
debt in the test scripts, leading to timing-related instability.

– The tools were considered to be too difficult to use, with too many
degrees of freedom for the average user.
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– The development practices for test code is considered to be less
important than for ”production” code.

– Taking short-cuts with test code was acceptable close to deadlines.

• ”Impediments in Agile Software Development” [II]:
The primary contributions of this study are

– an empirical investigation on the hypotheses within the observed
organization

– a discussion on the reasons and possible remedies for the observed
phenomena.

– quantitative information about the work distribution and impedi-
ment distribution in the observed organization

• ”Impediments for Automated Testing” [III]:
The main contributions of this study are:

– An overview of the issues experienced by test developers in a large
industrial software development organization. Very little informa-
tion is previously available about real-world experiences with au-
tomated testing, in particular ”negative” experience

– A qualitative discussion connecting these issues to previously pub-
lished research.

– A descriptive survey providing information about the support ex-
pectations of the framework users

– A discussion on the feasibility of using a discussion board for user
support.

4.2.1 Contributions from the Systematic Literature Review

• ”Impediments for Software Test Execution Automation: A Systematic
Literature Review” [IV]:

– An overview of publications relevant to the research area, drawn
from the time-period 1964-2014. Actual publications of interest
were published 1999-2014.

– Identification and classification of impediments reported in the an-
alyzed publications

– A qualitative synthesis and discussion of the main areas of interest
and the interactions between them.
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– A proposal for a model of the socio-technical interactions encoun-
tered when using test execution automation that may cause or am-
plify impediments.
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Chapter 5

Future Work

Centralization of development of tools and test environments is a potentially
attractive strategy to minimize the cost of tools through reuse. However, we
have observed impediments caused by centralization of tool development in all
of our empirical studies. Anecdotal evidence and experience also suggest that
centralization of tools may cause the development of local tools to mitigate
these impediments. Developers sometimes consider it easier to implement a
script or new tool locally, instead of managing the impediments caused by the
centralization. Hence, we propose further research into what happens when
tool development is centralized in a large organization:

• Is it efficient or not to centrally manage and develop tools, or should it
be done as close to the tool users as possible?

• If tool management and development is centralized, what is is needed to
make the centralization viable?

Usability of test tools is another concern that we have discussed in our pub-
lications, and that also is present in many other publications [1] [2] [72] [87]
[112] [137]. The usability of a test tool or test system is likely to influence
how the automation is perceived by its users. Hence, it is likely that usabil-
ity contributes significantly to the success or failure of an test execution au-
tomation activity. We believe that there are many opportunities for interaction
design research in the field of automated testing. As an example, many tools
are originally designed for the expert user [I] and as such can be less suitable
for inexperienced or less frequent users, such as generalists in an agile cross-
functional development team. What are the requirements and expectations on
usability on test tools from the point of view of a generalist developer, and how
do they differ from the requirements and expectations of expert users?
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Configuration Testing of test environments prior to testing was reported by Pin-
heiro et al. [132] to reduce the cost of troubleshooting test environments with
orders of magnitude. We propose that this is further investigated by replication:
Anyone that operate a test environment have the opportunity to introduce this
type of tests, if not already present, and report the results. Many impediments
reported in literature are attributable to inadequate testing of the test environ-
ment. If the results reported by Pinheiro et al. are generalizable, the result will
be an immediate payoff of the work to the business where it is performed, as
well as an important contribution to the research community.

More industrial case studies in the test execution automation area should be
performed to increase the body of knowledge in general.

5.1 Improvement and Measurement Model for Auto-
mated Software Test Execution

During the course of this research we have both investigated and identified im-
pediments through our own case studies, and through the systematic literature
review reported in Chapter 9. A valid question is to what extent the experi-
enced impediments could have been prevented by the studied organizations.
Trivially, the solution to many of these problems is likely to ”just do things
right”, as many impediments are related to not working according to estab-
lished software development principles. This has been proposed several times
during the course of this work.

However, we can safely conclude that the solution is not that simple: There
are many examples of test automation execution impediments from software
development businesses that can be considered to be mature organizations and
should know how to ”do things rights”.

The SLR discusses the major groups of identified impediments through the
qualitative synthesis and shows that the same kind of impediments are present
in many different organizations. We also propose that there is a non-trivial
interaction between different groups of impediment and phenomena that influ-
ence the outcome of the automation. This includes business aspects, staffing,
the system under test, the expectations of the involved people, and many other
things that are not typically considered as ”testing”.

Hence, it does not matter that much if the automation project ”just do things
right” unless all the other aspects are done right as well. Test execution au-
tomation is not only the concern of the automation project manager or the
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automation designers: Test Execution Automation is about business transfor-
mation, and as such, has to involve the entire business.

The automation itself is only a small part of the greater system influencing the
outcome of the test execution automation, and all those things have to interact
in the correct way to make the test execution automation successful. These in-
teractions are illustrated by the socio-technical system model of test execution
automation presented in Figure 4.1, and indicate what has to be in place and
managed properly to make the test execution automation successful.

In the first sentence of this dissertation, it was stated that the goal of the re-
search is to further the knowledge about common problems encountered by
software developers using test execution automation, in order to enable im-
provement of test execution automation in industrial software development.
This goal is fulfilled, and it is possible to use the research results to gain a
deeper understanding of test execution automation and to use this understand-
ing for improvement.

However, a challenge for software engineering researchers is how to make the
results easily and widely used by practitioners [192][143]. Gorschek et al. [56]
propose that industry-relevant research require more than delivering research
reports, and in my own experience it is very unlikely that a research report in
itself will be used for systematic improvement in industry. Practitioners need
methods, tools, and techniques [56] to fully benefit from research. Hence,
”industrialization” of the research results in this dissertation is the next logical
step to make the results even more useful for practitioners.

To address this, we propose future work to create an improvement and assess-
ment model for test execution automation that properly considers the interac-
tions in the socio-technical system model.

An improvement or maturity ”model” is an assessment instrument that makes
assumptions about what properties need to be fulfilled by, in this case, the
test process to make it operate with performance. Typically, these models are
tiered, there are a number of estimators, based on process actions or organi-
zational properties, that are combined to provide a ”level of maturity”. The
maturity levels and their contents can then be used for a gap analysis between
the current and the desired maturity level, to guide improvements and their
priority.

Test improvement or test maturity models may have several purposes, the ob-
vious purpose is to be used for assessment or improvement purposes, but they
may also be used to communicate and learn about the author’s view of what
is important and to guide implementation and deployment of a new test activ-
ity. Various improvement models for software testing have been available for
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nearly two decades [164][167][100][175][92][49]. However, upon closer in-
vestigation, one quickly realize that there is no or little focus on tools and test
execution automation in those models. Test maturity models typically address
test process definition and test process improvement in general, where tools
and automation is a subset to the whole model.

Briefly investigating the most popular improvement models, we found that
there is little help for those implementing test automation, in particular if we
consider the needs indicated by the socio-technical model (Figure 4.1) pro-
posed in the systematic literature review. In combination, the existing models
may cover all aspects needed, but there is no single improvement model that
solves the entire problem.

• TPI [97], is likely the most well-known of the three, at least among
practitioners [68]. It is actively used and developed by Sogeti and there
are professional development courses addressing the use of TPI. There
are variants of TPI developed in recent years, such as the evolution
TPINext [178] and ”TPI Automotive” [162], which is aimed at the auto-
motive industry.

• TMM [25] recommends that ”appropriate tools” are to be made avail-
able to the test teams, and that these tools are evaluated under the lead-
ership of a test process improvement group. Developers are expected to
provide input to this work by specifying requirements on tools and test
beds. Metrics are used to evaluate the tool performance. Automated test
execution is done at the highest maturity level.

• TIM [45] has one of five areas (KA) dedicated to testware. However,
the KA is primarily about what the testware does, such as automated
result checking, and not as much about how to handle the testware. In
fact, the only requirement on testware management is that the testware
should be under configuration management (CM) control. Additional
requirements are added in the other KA, the review KA suggests that
testware shall be reviewed. and the test cases KA mandates that test
cases shall be designed ”using documented techniques” in order to reach
maturity level two.

• TMMi [180], does not consider test automation as a separate area. This
is clearly stated by the TMMi authors, in the overview of the TMMi
maturity levels. In TMMi, the tools are treated as ”supporting resources”
and considered to be part of the process area they support, which makes
it hard to find recommendations directed specifically to the automation
user. TMMi recommends having an ”approach” to tools and automation,
as well as training in tool use. Several process area description point out
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that tools need to be identified and also provide examples of types of
tools that can be used. In the process optimization area, is pointed out
that test-related tools need to be continuously evaluated.

In addition to these models there are also a fair amount of less well known
models. These lesser known models the models are neither well described in
literature, nor used in practice, and can for all practical purposes be considered
as non-influential [175].

The lack of a fully developed improvement model focusing specifically on au-
tomated testing [VIII], combined with the practitioner need for something that
is easy to use [56][185], makes a good case for production of an improvement
model specifically focusing on automated testing.

Hence, we propose the development of an improvement model in the form
of a measurement system similar to a balanced scorecard [84] that is based
on the model proposed in Figure 9.5. The implementation of the measurement
system is proposed to be a combination of objective measurement, as proposed
by Eldh et al. [VIII], and self-assessment.

The industrial validation of the measurement system will require further in-
dustrial empirical research, which in addition to validating the model, also will
contribute to the general body of evidence in the test execution automation
area.
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Part III

Empirical Studies
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Chapter 6

Industrial Case Study:
Technical Debt and
Impediments in Test
Automation

This case study was previously published as

Kristian Wiklund, Sigrid Eldh, et al. “Technical Debt in Test Automation”.
In: Software Testing, Verification and Validation (ICST), 2012 IEEE Fifth In-
ternational Conference on. Montréal, Canada: IEEE, 2012, pp. 887–892. DOI:
10.1109/ICST.2012.192. (Paper [I])

6.1 Case Study Design

The study is primarily based on a series of semi-structured interviews. Data
triangulation was performed by document inspection of design rules for test
scripts, quality guidelines for the studied application, and the list of improve-
ments identified within the studied teams.

6.1.1 Objective

The objective of the study was to identify common contributors to the technical
debt accumulated in automated testing, and to evaluate the awareness of this
debt in organizations using automated test.
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6.1.2 Research Question

1. What practices in a software design organization are the primary con-
tributors to technical debt present in test execution automation?

6.1.3 Case Study Method

Six one-hour semi-structured interviews, using an interview guide that was
evolved during the process, were performed with software designers working
with the studied application, and test environment engineers from the orga-
nization providing the continuous integration framework that is used by the
software design team. The subjects were identified both by the researchers and
by the responsible manager, who was asked to provide a mix of team leaders,
junior and senior engineers. Three software designers and three test environ-
ment engineers were interviewed.

The interviews were performed within a period of one week by the principal
researcher who also acted as scribe.

After each interview, the notes were checked for readability and any ambigu-
ities were clarified using a pen in different color, while the interview was still
fresh in memory of the interviewer. Then, the notes were scanned to pdf for-
mat and a preliminary classification of the contents was applied using a pdf
annotation tool, with the primary purpose of marking areas of the interview
that were relevant for the research question. This preliminary classification
was used to evolve and validate the interview guide between interviews, to be
able to probe for related information during the subsequent interviews.

When all interviews were completed, the notes were studied again in the con-
text of all interviews, to make sure that no relevant data was left out from the
first classification. If any further data of relevance to the research question was
identified, it was marked as well, to include all segments that contribute to the
analysis with respect to the research question. Following this, all marked areas
were transcribed from the notes to one text file per subject. The reason for this
transcription was to allow use of the free computer assisted qualitative data
analysis software (CAQDAS) application RQDA [74] to simplify the analysis
of the collected material. The benefits brought by RQDA is support to perform
overlapping labeling, or coding, of text segments in a file, and functions to
extract similarily labelled segments from all files in the study.

To analyze the data from the interviews, ”thematic coding” as described by
Robson [139] was used. This is an iterative method to identify common themes
in the data, by classifying behaviors, events, activities or other concepts that
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are considered to influence the studied phenomenon. The themes are used
to group segments of data, and these groups can then be examined to find
repetitions, similarities, differences, anomalies, or connections to the theory,
that are further analyzed to provide the results from the study.

In doing this, we started with the preliminary codes applied during interview
post-processing, then revising and expanding the code-set during the work,
to find appropriate matchings between segments and identify themes. During
this work, the initial notes were revisited to provide context, when necessary,
and the software package was used to provide a view of the themes as they
formed.

6.2 The Case Study Object

6.2.1 Overview

The case study object is test execution automation performed to design, test,
and integrate a subsystem in a large complex telecom system. The subsys-
tem is part of an embedded system and interacts with its environment through
machine-machine interfaces only. Occasionally, manual testing is done to ex-
ercise special cases, but the majority of the day-to-day testing is performed via
an automated system.

The scope of the study is the testing performed from the moment the program-
mer writes the code, to the integration tests performed when the application
is integrated in its real environment. The conceptual process for this work is
shown in Figure 6.1 and will be further described below.

SW Design

Block Test

Unit Test

Simulated Environment
Fast Feedback

Real Environment
Daily Feedback

Integration
 Test

System
Test

Software design team test responsibility

Figure 6.1: Conceptual Test Flow
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6.2.2 Test Environments

Selection of the case study object was done on the basis of being the first soft-
ware application in the larger system moving to full responsibility for design-
and integration testing. Previously, the test responsibility was divided over two
teams, with the design team being responsible for the tests performed in the
simulated environment, and the integration team being responsible for integra-
tion tests using the real target system. This was considered an impediment for
quick feedback and agility, and the test responsibility was shifted to design,
while keeping tool responsibility as a support function that produces a com-
mon, shared infrastructure for automation of software builds, test execution,
and result reporting.

6.2.3 Test Process

The conceptual test work-flow is shown in Figure 6.1, and consists of three
activities performed by the design team followed by further system testing that
is out of the scope for the design team and not included in this study.

Unit tests, also known as component tests [179], are used to test the individual
software components and gain test coverage. The primary purpose of the unit
testing is to find problems as early as possible by providing rapid feedback to
the programmer. Unit tests typically operate on individual functions, objects,
or procedures in the design.

Following successful unit testing, ”block tests” are used to test the interface
behavior of several components integrated into larger modules. These modules
are defined during subsystem design, and have well-defined interfaces that are
accessed by the test system using the same operating system events that are
later used in the final integrated product.

The block tests are followed by integration testing, where the entire subsystem
is integrated and tested as a complete product in its natural environment, allow-
ing interoperability testing with the peers of the subsystem. This integrated
system is tested through the actual interfaces used when it is deployed as a
component in a larger telecommunications system and the testing performed
is derived from the requirements on the product.

The first two test activities are performed in a so-called ”host test” environ-
ment, executing (”hosted”) on the developer’s own work-station.

The unit tests are performed by cross-compiling the application for a unix-like
environment where the tests are executed. To simplify the work and provide
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standardization between developers, a third-party unit test framework is used
for writing unit test cases, executing them, and following up the results.

The block test environment uses an operating system simulation library, es-
sentialy a number of stubs, that provide the target operating system applica-
tion programming interface (API) to the block under test. The library and the
block under test are cross-compiled together to execute on a unix-like system,
providing a functional behavior as if it was executing on a real system. The
purpose of the simulation is to enable functional testing only. Non-functional
aspects, such as timing or memory, are not accurately simulated.

The third test activity uses a real target system and the real delivery candidate
of the application. It is exercised by a test system executing test scripts on a
unix-like server that is connected to the system under test via the same inter-
faces as that system is controlled by in the final deployed telecommunications
system. Using a real system for the testing allows non-functional properties to
be inspected, such as response time or memory use.

The target test system is executing in a test facility that is shared with other
products and test activities, and the entire test environment is provided by a test
environment team. As the software developers are located on a different site
than the shared test facility and sometimes need physical access to interface
a target system, a replicated configuration is available on-site for their use.
The connections between the sites and placement of equipment is shown in
Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of Test System Localization on Development Sites

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Results from the thematic analysis

Four main themes were identified through the use of thematic coding [139]
and are presented in this section where they are discussed together with related
work. The majority of the themes are non-technical. This is in line with the
findings in the case study described in Chapter 7.

6.3.1.1 Theme 1: Reuse and sharing of test tools brings issues that need
to be considered

The test environments for the studied product are based on significant reuse of
test tools, test scripts, and equipment used by other parts of the company, as
sharing test tools between products is considered by the organization to provide
several benefits. It is also recommended by Fewster and Graham [48], as well
as several of the test process maturity or improvement models described in the
discussion on future work in Section 5.1 of this dissertation.

Reuse enables, for example, cost sharing by having the procurement, develop-
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ment, and maintenance effort as a support function outside the teams. Having
one common tool-set is also believed to simplify staff mobility and workload
sharing, as it allows focusing on the product instead of the development tools
when moving to a new team.

Several of the subjects had concerns on restrictions or inflexibility of the shared
tool-set, where some tools were not easily adapted to the task at hand. One spe-
cific issue, where the third-party block test tool was discovered to not handle
the signaling behavior of the product lead to an adjustment of the test strat-
egy to use primarily unit tests, whereas the original intent was to use primarily
block tests.

This is related to the finding by Persson and Yilmaztürk [129] in their ”tool
evaluation and selection” pitfall that states that it is hard to evaluate tools de-
tailed enough and that there is a risk that one acquire at tool that later is found
to be insufficient.

6.3.1.2 Theme 2: Test facility infrastructure is not transparent and may
alter the test results if not accounted for

To simplify the product development, the programmers have access to a num-
ber of local target systems that can be used when physical access to actual
hardware is needed. In the environment used, this leads to unpredictable be-
havior during test execution when the development moved from local work-
stations to remote terminal servers on another development site, as shown in
Figure 6.2. The move altered the timing between the local target systems and
the now remote test execution server, which in turn caused the test execution
system to become instable and unpredictable.

The issue was identified as some test cases started to exhibit an unstable be-
havior. By comparing test results from test runs using target systems on devel-
opment site A with test results from test runs using target systems on devel-
opment site B the problems were determined to be site-specific. Initially the
new infrastructure was believed to be faulty, but inspection of the test cases
revealed that they had been designed to be stable when using development site
A’s equipment which is local to the development team.

6.3.1.3 Theme 3: Generalist engineers expect that their tools are easy to
use

Several tool were reported to be hard to use and providing too much freedom
at the expense of ease of use, and was suggested to be improved by wrapping
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them in a push-button solution for the most common usage scenarios. Another
observation from the interviews is that the quality of shared tools is expected
to be higher and better communicated than tools that were developed or pro-
cured by the team itself. Shared tools were expected to ”just work” and be
transparent.

Looking at the concept of interaction design, Donahue et al. [40] report that
”people try to avoid using stressful systems”, and that when using them pro-
ductivity suffers. In ”The Design of Everyday Things” [124], Norman ob-
serves that problems seen as trivial will not be reported, as the users tend to
blame it on themselves. He continues by stating that if errors are possible,
someone will make them.

This suggests that in a ”generalist” approach where all team members perform
approximately the same work, from design systemization to testing, both the
need and the tolerance for advanced and highly configurable tooling will be
lower. Test tasks tend to be mostly routine, and the tooling need to be designed
in a way that minimizes lead time to get started. The contribution to the tech-
nical debt is in the field of usability, by not being designed to suit the users, an
”interest” will be paid with every use.

6.3.1.4 Theme 4: Accepted development practices for test code are po-
tentially less rigorous than for production code

Test case documentation was reported to be missing in many cases, making
maintenance hard. Also, some test scripts had been designed to specifically
compensate for the timing issues reported in observation 3. Further investiga-
tion revealed that design rules for test code is being produced by the tool team
to adress this issue, and were scheduled to be deployed.

When time is short, a higher ”technical debt” [38] is perceived by the subjects
to be accepted in the test code than in production code.

As a final checklist prior to delivery, the development team has a ”definition
of done” that is followed. According to Schwaber [150], something is ”done”
when it is ”complete as mutually agreed to by all parties and conforming to an
organization’s standards, conventions, and guidelines”. As part of the defini-
tion of done, the studied software development team is using a quality assur-
ance checklist that specifies what actions to do with the software. The actions
are ordered in priority order to make sure that the actions considered most im-
portant are done first. This priority order puts less priority on test code inspec-
tion as compared to production code inspection. This was initially considered a
potential problem and probed for in the interviews. In reality, it turned out that
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all code, including the test scripts, is pair programmed, which means that this
likely is a non-issue, as pair-programming outperforms traditional inspection,
at least in an experimental setting [173].

Regardless of the actual process used, the priority differences in the defined
process is in line with Tassey [170] where it is reported that testing suffers
when time is short and ”speed of deployment” is identified as one of the driving
forces behind problems related to software testing.

Not treating test automation as software development is one of Persson and Yil-
maztürk’s risks [129], and according to Jacobs [78], test infrastructure should
be controlled and managed. Hoffman [71] tells us that test automation is more
than computers launching test program and stresses the need for test system
architecture.

That test systems needs to be treated as any software product was also pointed
out by Berner et al. [13] after observing five different software projects. How-
ever, Berner also concludes that some ”fussiness” may be allowed in a test
system as problems can be corrected more easily.

6.3.2 Root Causes

The qualitative analysis identified four main themes that can be further grouped
into three root causes:

• Root cause 1, related to theme 1, concerns effects caused by sharing
of tools, which in turn is motivated by the perceived positive effects
of lower costs and higher mobility of engineers between products. We
would like to investigate the validity of this in the general situation and
investigate if tool sharing make a positive contribution to the effort or
not?

• Root cause 2, related to themes 1 and 3, concerns the usability of the
test automation systems and may form an interesting challenge for the
interaction design community, as the systems need to be fast and flexible
for the power users, while still being kind to the new employee right out
of the university.

• Root cause 3, related to themes 2 and 4, concerns the use of software
design principles when producing and maintaining test automation sys-
tems. We have seen that there are differences in attitudes towards the test
code as compared to the production code, which also has been reported
by other studies.
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Chapter 7

Industrial Case Study:
Impediments in Agile Software
Development

This case study was previously published as

Kristian Wiklund, Daniel Sundmark, et al. “Impediments in Agile Software
Development: An Empirical Investigation”. In: Product Focused Software
Process Improvement (PROFES). Paphos, Cyprus: Springer Verlag, 2013. DOI:
10.1007/978-3-642-39259-7\_6 (Paper [II])

7.1 Summary

This chapter report on a case study on development impediments encountered
in the early phase of a transformation to agile methods in a software devel-
opment organization. Drawing from literature and anecdotal evidence, it was
assumed that the majority of the impediments were related to software testing.
To investigate this, we performed a case study based on quantitative analysis
of the task boards of the teams in the department, its management team task
board, and its improvement task board, combined with qualitative data from
interviews and observations.

Our analysis indicates that the major challenge in the transformation under-
taken by the studied organization was coordination and communication in the
large, and that testing was the major challenge only when the unit of analysis
was restricted to the teams in the department.
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7.2 Introduction

Approximately three months prior to this study, a transformation of the stud-
ied organization was initiated, to move from a traditional hierarchical product-
based organization towards a more agile and feature-oriented way of working.
The major driver behind this agile transformation was to create teams that are
able to drive customer value end-to-end, from systemization via implementa-
tion and test to delivery and deployment. The goal is to produce software with
as few hand-overs as possible, something that is considered to both increase
quality and decrease lead-time [104].

From anecdotal evidence, personal communication, and related publications
[77] [91] [133] [156] [169], it was expected that a lot of the impediments
in the described organizational transformation concerned including testing in
the team responsibilties. For the same reasons, it was also expected that a
lot of the test-related impediments would be tightly associated with test and
delivery automation, in the shape of continuous integration (CI) [165], which
was adopted as a central feature of the new design flow.

Contradictory to our expectations, we found that project management, such as
coordination with other departments, work division and coordination between
a large number of agile product owners, and delivery planning in the large,
formed the greatest source for impediments when investigating the entire de-
partment as a unit. However, if the unit of analysis is changed to the teams, the
test and test infrastructure activities were the largest source for impediments.
The test impediments were primarily caused by staff being held up in previous
assignments, new tasks to be learned as a consequence of the transformation,
and effects from using shared test infrastructure.

A similar transformation is described by Shaye [156] who lists a large num-
ber of problems that needed solving. Their problem list includes a shortage of
test engineers limiting the possibility to work on new functionality and regres-
sion tests at the same time, and a shortage in automation and test engineers.
By using a shared automated test execution infrastructure, the cost of tests
was significantly reduced. The downside is the risk for a higher impact on
development if that mechanism fails for some reason, as many more people
are impacted than if local solutions are used. Shaye points out that in order
to minimize this risk, the shared resource needs to be handled like a formal
production system, and that automation requires the same care as product de-
velopment.

Smits and Pshigoda [160] describe a Scrum implementation project in an or-
ganization of approximately the same size as the development department in
our study. Initially, the observed impediments were related to people and re-
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sources, including a lack of testers, who together with tech writers and build
engineers were tied up in prior projects. This was escalated by the teams, and
the solution was to have the developers do testing as well. Other challenges
included how to handle the overall testing of the complete product, and things
that were not part of the responsibility of a specific team. To address these, a
”suite validation team” was created to handle testing and quality for the entire
product. Also, an ”integration and automation team” was created to produce
the integration environment, and monitor the scheduled builds and tests.

Puleio [133] report that the biggest challenge their team encountered was test-
ing, and that the primary areas of problem were estimation, communication,
and automation. The majority of the described scenarios are about an inabil-
ity to communicate between people originally working in different disciplines
that have been assigned to work in the same team. Dependencies to specialist
skills are reported as well, testing the legacy product required skilled manual
work with test setup and analysis to be able to produce a test result.

According to Talby et al. [169], testing is completely different in agile de-
velopment compared to traditional development, partly because everyone in
the team is expected to test the product. They also point out that making all
testing fully agile will be harder and slower than it is to adopt practices that
traditionally are enclosed in the development teams, such as test-driven devel-
opment.

In general, there is a lack of information on how to do testing in agile devel-
opment [91], in particular when moving outside the designer-near testing such
as unit tests [77].

Based on our observations, we formulated two hypotheses to be investigated:

H1: The primary source for impediments in newly formed agile software
development teams is testing and test infrastructure.

H2: The majority of the test-related impediments are related to test infras-
tructure.

To investigate these hypotheses, we performed a case study in a part of the
transforming organization, using a multitude of sources to collect information,
and analyzed the collected information using qualitative and quantitative meth-
ods. The primary contributions of this paper are (a) an empirical investigation
on the hypotheses within the observed organization, (b) quantitative informa-
tion about the work distribution and impediment distribution in the observed
organization, and (c) a discussion on the reasons and possible remedies for the
observed phenomena.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 7.3 describes the background to the
study and the context, Section 7.4 describes the case study design, Section 7.5
provides an overview of the results and the threats to validity, together with
answers to the research questions and hypotheses. Finally, Section 7.6 contains
the over-all conclusions and recommendations of the study.

7.3 Study Object

The organization described in the study produces software components that are
integrated into a very large telecommunications system. It is a development
department in a larger organization that is transforming from traditional devel-
opment methods to ”end-to-end agile using cross-discipline feature-oriented
development teams” [104]. In the department’s parent organization, there are
several parallel departments that produce related software that is integrated
together with the studied components into a larger system. Within the depart-
ment, there are five cross-discipline agile development teams, with 8-10 team
members each, and a support function that mainly consists of the line manage-
ment.

Teams A-C are working mainly with Java software, developing components
that execute both in an embedded system and on desktop computers. Teams
E-F are primarily working with embedded software, written in C++.

In the department’s parent organization, there is a project office providing large
scale coordination and process support. There is also a technical coordination
office responsible for coordinating the long-term development strategy and the
architecture of the products. Major HR issues, major financial issues, sourc-
ing, legal, IT infrastructure, et cetera, are handled as part of the corporate cen-
tral functions and require a relatively small effort from the local organizations
compared to the design work.

Outside the immediate parent organization, there is a high-level system de-
sign organization, and a test organization that perform system testing, system
release verification, as well as supply the test and design tools and infrastruc-
ture used by the design organizations. The test organization responsibilities is
roughly comparable to the responsibilities of the ”suite validation team” and
the ”integration and automation team” described by Smits and Pshigoda [160],
but on a larger scale.

Prior to the transformation, the majority of development teams in the studied
organization were working according to the Scrum principles, implementing
software and performing design tests, typically unit tests and component tests.
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Figure 7.1: V-model showing the increase in scope for a cross-discipline team

The teams could be described as ”semi-cross-discipline” - while some system-
ization and testing was performed, it was not the end-to-end activity that is the
target of the organizational transformation.

As part of the lean and agile transformation, new teams were formed, mov-
ing people from the system design teams and the integration and verification
teams, to the new cross-discipline software development teams. In doing this,
the scope of the work for the development teams was expanded, to enclose a
larger part of the system development V-model [146] as shown in Figure 7.1,
to avoid hand-overs and enable greater flexibility.

The teams are expected to solve the majority of the encountered impediments
by themselves. To enable them to do this they are supported by the agile prod-
uct owner, who sets the priorities for the work, an agile coach who coaches
the organization through the change, the department management team, and
an improvement mechanism that handles escalated impediments.

7.4 Case Study Design

The objective of the study was to investigate the hypotheses presented in the
introduction, and to gather information about the proportions between different
types of work in the sprints in the studied teams. The study is organized as
a case study [139] examining recently deployed agile software development
teams using a multitude of information sources. The guidelines by Runeson
and Höst[144] were used when designing and performing the study.
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7.4.1 Research Questions

RQ1: What types of impediments are encountered in a newly formed agile
software development organization?

RQ2: Does any activity type have a higher amount of impediments per
work unit than the others?

RQ3: Does any activity type have a higher amount of impediments than
the others?

7.4.2 Data Collection

Data was collected from several sources and by several methods.

7.4.2.1 Participant Observation

1. ”RCA Light” - Analysis of existing impediment investigations.

The principal researcher participated as an observer in a workshop with
mixed participation from all teams within the department, with the pur-
pose to identify the top impediments for implementation progress and
product quality. Information was collected as written notes.

2. Direct observation of team A Scrum meetings. When working accord-
ing to Scrum, the team has open-door daily Scrum meetings to dis-
cuss progress and problems [151], which were observed with permission
from the team. The observations were collected as written notes.

7.4.2.2 Artifact Inspection

1. Team Task Boards: The purpose of the Scrum task board is to visualize
the sprint backlog in a useful way [96]. It provides an always available
representation of the current status of the sprint, what is the progress,
what are we working on, what is done, what are our problems, and what
is not done. The task board is the centerpiece in the Scrum meetings, and
the discussions are centered on how to move tasks to completion. From
the team task boards we collected information about impediments, what
type of tasks the teams are working with at the moment, and how much
work is estimated for the tasks.
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2. Improvement task board: If the team is unable to solve an impediment,
or if the problem solution is expected to be of some kind of general inter-
est, it is escalated to get team-external help. The escalated impediments
form an improvement backlog which is handled through its own task
board. From this task board we collected information that allowed us
to analyze the distribution of impediments between different parts of the
process and work flow in the organization.

3. Management team task board: The management team (MT) board
contains items that the management team perform as parts of their daily
work. We used this information to analyze what types of impediments
and improvements required management attention.

7.4.2.3 Interviews

To get deeper information about the results from the ”RCA light” workshop,
we conducted semi-structured interviews with a developer in team E, an envi-
ronment specialist in the studied organization, and a developer in the organiza-
tion producing the shared build and integration system. Of these, the environ-
ment specialist had participated in the ”RCA light” workshop. The interviews
were recorded with participant permission and transcribed for analysis.

7.4.3 Data Classification

To be able to classify the tasks, impediments, and actions according to known
principles, we used the ”disciplines” of the Rational Unified Process (RUP) to
avoid inventing our own code book. In RUP, ”a discipline is a collection of
related activities that are related to a major area of concern” [158].

RUP defines six engineering disciplines:

• Business Modeling - The business modeling discipline describes the
business process using business use cases. This work is done outside
the studied organization, and there are no tasks mapped to this code in
our study.

• Requirements - The requirements discipline adresses what the system
shall do, and produces use-cases, functional, and non-functional require-
ments that form the basis for further work.

• Analysis and Design - The analysis and design discipline focuses on
how the system shall realize its requirements. The outcome is a design
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model that can be used for implementation.

• Implementation (including design tests) - During implementation, the
requirements are implemented in source code, and the source code is
organized, tested, and integrated to form a working system.

• Test (excluding design tests) - The test discipline includes testing to
identify defects, component integration, and verifying that the require-
ments have been implemented.

• Deployment - The deployment tasks includes packaging, acceptance,
build of release candidates, and other activities that are related to pro-
ducing a product that can be delivered to the end users.

There are also three supporting disciplines:

• Configuration and Change Management - Configuration and CM in-
cludes revision control, baselining of preconditions and deliverables,
document handling, and other activities that are done to keep order in
the artifacts used and produced during product development.

• Project Management - Planning, executing, and monitoring development
projects. We include work done by scrum masters and agile product
owners.

• Environment - Activities related to production and maintenance of test
and development tools, environments, and infrastructure.

We also added the following codes to cover the remaining tasks and actions:

• Product Maintenance - Activities related to the maintenance of delivered
products, such as corrections, support, and customer relations.

• Training and Competence - Activities related to competence develop-
ment and competence planning.

• Resource planning - Activities such as organizational resource plan, role
descriptions, and resource forecasting.

7.5 Results

7.5.1 Task Board Contents

To get insight in what work is performed by the teams and what the major-
ity of the escalated impediments are, we collected information from the team
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task boards, the improvement task board, and the management team (MT) task
board. The tasks on the boards were coded according to the principles in Sec-
tion 7.4.3.

For the MT task board, we identified which tasks were related to impediment
solving and which were not. We used the Scrum Alliance definition [153],
”anything that prevents a team member from performing work as efficiently
as possible” to do this analysis. Only the tasks related to impediment solving,
54% of the total number of tasks on the MT task board, are included in the
statistics.

We have also analyzed the tasks on the the improvement board and separated
work that is related to enterprise scrum, that is, how to coordinate a large or-
ganization, from work that is related to work performed fully within or be-
tween the teams in the department. In doing this, we discovered that approx-
imately 50% of the improvement tasks are purely team-related. In Table 7.1,
columns marked ”All Tasks” shows the entire contents of the improvement
board, while columns marked ”Team Related” shows the tasks that are purely
team-related.

The improvement board and management team board content was not time-
estimated, the number of sticky notes for a given topic were used to calculate
the percentages in Table 7.1.

Some tasks were not uniquely connected to one topic, leading to an overlap of
topics. In those cases the sum of percentages will be over 100.

The original intent was to track the planned estimates, the progress of the
work, and the actually worked time, and compare them. This was not pos-
sible, we found that some tasks related to ”product maintenance” and ”envi-
ronment” were not estimated. Also, the actual time worked was not recorded
by the teams, if a task was completed it was simply marked as ”done” and
removed.

To be able to investigate the hypotheses, we combined the results for the test
and the environment disciplines, which is shown at the bottom of Table 7.1
and Table 7.2. Investigating hypothesis 1, that test and test infrastructure is the
dominating source for impediments, we found that it holds on a team level but
not on a department level, as the project management discipline was the dom-
inating source for impediments when the department was the unit of analysis.
Investigating hypothesis 2, that infrastructure formed the majority of the test
and test infrastructure impediments, we find that the environment impediment
percentage is slightly lower or equal to test discipline impediments depending
on the unit of analysis. This means that the quantitative data from the task
boards does not support the hypothesis. However, by combining it with the
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qualitative data described further on in the paper, we consider the hypothesis
to be valid.

Investigating the amount of impediments per estimated work unit, as shown
in Table 7.2, we found that test had the highest number of impediments per
estimated work unit of the engineering disciplines. Configuration and Change
Management had the highest number of impediments per estimated work unit
of the supporting disciplines, which we believe can be explained by both the
low estimate and the fact that it is a new task to the teams, something new that
is done seldom is likely to cause impediments. There were no tasks related to
project management present on the team task boards, which is the reason for
the missing data in the table.

7.5.2 RCA Light - ”Top Impediments Investigation”

The researcher participated in an impediment investigation workshop as an ob-
server. The workshop was facilitated by an external facilitator, who produced
an Ishikawa diagram by asking ”5 Whys” to the participants [53].

There is a risk for context effects [17] in this result. The workshop facilitator
was asked what he considered to be ”impediments”, and answered ”for exam-
ple, if you have problems with your test tools”. By clarifying what to do by
mentioning test systems, the focus of the workshop could have become test
systems instead of impediments in general.

The outcome of the workshop was that there were significant impediments
present that were related to the build, test, and delivery systems, as well as
to test competence. The infrastructure impediments were related to taking on
new types of tasks, and to centralization and reuse of shared systems. The
competence impediments were related both to lack of time for training and to
a shortage of experienced testers in the teams.

Reuse of test systems and equipment is recommended by several authors [97] [48],
and is one of the main strategies for handling the environment in the studied
organization. While some frameworks and systems, such as unit test frame-
works, are possible to handle within the teams, a lot of the equipment needed
for telecommunication system testing is both expensive and complex, and re-
quire specialist skills for installation and configuration. These systems are
then made available to the teams through a continuous integration (CI) sys-
tem [165], capable of executing the necessary system integration test suites to
gain confidence in the product prior to delivery to the deployment organiza-
tion.

Shared infrastructure can be a great benefit to the developers, as there is no
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Table 7.2: Impediments in Relation to Estimated Work

Estimated Work All Impediment per
Tasks (%) Time (%) Imped. (%) Task (%/%) Time (%/%)

Requirements 5.1 3.7 1.3 0.25 0.35
Analysis &Design 9.3 9.9 1.3 0.14 0.13
Implementation 21.6 23.8 5.3 0.25 0.22
Test 24.8 22.3 13.3 0.54 0.60
Deployment 4.8 5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
Configuration & CM 2.5 1.5 6.7 2.68 4.47
Project Management 33.3
Environment 16.3 13.6 12.0 0.74 0.88
Product Maintenance 10.3 13.9 12.0 0.26 0.19
Training & Competence 8.1 8.6 14.7 1.81 1.71
Test and Environment 41.1 35.8 25.3 0.62 0.71

need to spend team time on production and maintenance of tools. It is also
considered by the studied organization to be an enabler for staff mobility be-
tween teams and product areas, as one do not have to retrain to be able to use
new tools. However, sharing a resource also means that any problems with
that resource will impact a lot of people, who no longer can fix the problems
themselves.

”One problem is that we depend on the [centralized] build en-
gine. If we didn’t, we wouldn’t have the problem. At delivery time,
when we actually depend on this, they do maintenance, introduce
changes; it magically stops working when we need it. We could
live with the problems if it is stable when we need it. It requires
coordination.”

By using centralized infrastructure, the team is pushed into a product manage-
ment situation. Instead of developing their own toolset when it is needed, they
have to put requirements on the infrastructure organization to be able to get
what they want when they want it, and that is a clear change from the previous
ways of doing things.

In addition to the infrastructure challenges, it was indicated that testing compe-
tence was an issue - the teams were not prepared for the increased test respon-
sibilities. We also found that the lack of competence was not clearly escalated,
some teams and agile product owners did not know if they had to solve this
issue themselves as part of being a self-organizing team, or if they should es-
calate it to management.

”We haven’t received training – particularly in verification – on
things that we are supposed to do. Why no training? Lack of time.
The testers that should work with us are used in the earlier project
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that still isn’t finished. We need time to adjust.”

Smits and Pshigoda [160] report on a similar situation in their study: ”The
initial teams were made up primarily of developers. There was a lack of
testers, tech writers and support (build) people, as they were tied up in another
project”.

This is not a surprising phenomenon, if one considers the phased behavior of
traditional development projects. When the system developers and program-
mers are starting on a new feature, the testers are still working on the release
testing of the previous features. This means that line management face the
choice of either reorganizing everyone immediately and risk whatever work is
ongoing in the old system, or keep to commitments and wait for people to be
available when they have finished their previous assignments.

7.5.3 Interviews

We conducted semi-structured interviews in both the studied organization,
and the organization producing and deploying the tools. The interviews were
recorded with subject permission and transcribed prior to analysis. There is
a risk for acquiescent behavior in the interviews, as the subjects were aware
of the test focus of the researcher’s work. Acquiescent behavior occurs when
the subjects report what they believe that the interviewer wants to know, rather
than what they should report [17].

The interviews indicated the same trends as in the RCA Light investigation,
that there were challenges with the responsibilities for and handling of the cen-
tralized infrastructure. The most dominating finding was a dependency to key
people and that the communication between organizations needed improve-
ment.

”Planned maintenance is coordinated informally, we [the infras-
tructure organization] give key people a heads up when something
will happen.”

”..we [the product development organization] don’t see the [in-
frastructure] backlog, we could probably get access if we asked
for it. Still, we have... I have, a pretty good view of the situation,
I’m talking to them [the infrastructure developers] daily.”

We also discovered a difference in the views of the interview subjects on what
the responsibility of the respective organizations should be with respect to en-
vironment, and also a lack of knowledge about what the official purpose was.
One subject from the design organization said that
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”We don’t really know what they are supposed to do. They own
the lab equipment, and a lot of our former colleagues have moved
there to work with the tools, but our interfaces to them are not
clear. We don’t know what help we will get.”

This is in contrast with the very clear view of the interview subject from the
infrastructure organization:

”In our view, we deliver a solution and decide what we will in-
clude in the solution. The design organizations do not really see it
that way and want to have their own solutions, regardless of our
long-term plans. Sometimes this results in a lot of effort on things
that we are phasing out instead of working on the new things. We
have noticed that the information about our roadmap and plans
don’t reach the developers, what is communicated and what is not
varies a lot between organizations.”

This also indicates that communication needed improvement. All subjects ex-
pressed a desire for better communication and an awareness that everyone in-
volved are responsible for improving the communication.

”We have to take at least part of the blame for not coordinating
with the tool team about important deliveries, when the system
must be stable. Of course, they should also ask us how we are
impacted when they want to do an update of the environment”

7.5.4 Team Observations

Team A was observed for three sprints, a total of nine weeks, during their daily
stand-up Scrum meeting, which was held in the open office area.

The majority of the observed impediments were related to work new to the
team. Delivery handling of the finished product had earlier been handled in
another unit and needed to be learned quickly as the person responsible moved
to a new assignment. Deploying and stabilizing the new CI system required
learning the system, coordination with the infrastructure teams, and a lot of
testing. Most of the environment work in the team during the observed sprints
was related to the CI system.

7.5.5 Answering the Research Questions and Hypotheses

RQ1: What types of impediments are encountered in a newly formed agile
software development organization?
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During the study, it was clear that the centralized infrastructure was perceived
by the subjects as the primary source of impediments for the development
teams. Further analysis indicates that this was due to insufficient communi-
cation and coordination. That communication and coordination is a challenge
is also indicated by the majority of the improvement requests, 46.5%, that are
connected to the project management discipline, as shown in Table 7.1.

For the department as a unit of analysis, the main impediments were related to
coordination on all levels, internally between agile product owners and teams,
externally between departments or outside the parent line organization. Things
that previously had been handled by the development projects, such as delivery
planning and coordination of changes, needed to be redefined.

If the unit of analysis is changed to the teams, the test and test infrastructure ac-
tivities were the largest source for impediments. Test competence in the teams
was impacted since test engineers were held up in previous assignments, and
there was a lack of time for training during the early phases of the organiza-
tional change.

RQ2: Does any activity type have a higher amount of impediments per work
unit than the others?

Since the teams were not tracking actual work effort for the tasks, we had to
use estimates only for this analysis.

By analyzing the task boards for the teams included in the study, together with
the improvement handling task board and the management team task board,
we found that we found that test had the highest number of impediments per
estimated work unit in the engineering disciplines, followed by implementa-
tion and requirement analysis. Ignoring ”project management”, for which no
tasks were present on the team scrum boards, ”configuration and change man-
agement” had the highest number of impediments per estimated work unit of
all disciplines. This can be explained by the combination of low estimates
and the fact that it is a new task to the teams, as something new that is done
seldom is likely to cause impediments. The results are further described in
Table 7.2.

RQ3: Does any activity type have a higher amount of impediments per work
unit than the others?

In Table 7.1, we have highlighted the activity types with the highest percent-
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age of impediments per source and in total. For the entire organization, the
project management discipline with 33.3% of the improvement tasks is the
largest source of impediments. If restricted to team activities only, removing
enterprise effects such as coordination between development organizations, the
combined test and test infrastructure area is the largest source of impediments,
with 30.8% of the improvement tasks.

H1: The primary source for impediments in newly formed agile software de-
velopment teams is testing and test infrastructure.

The quantitative data in Table 7.1 indicate that the hypothesis is invalid in
the observed organization, as project management forms the majority of the
improvement requests with 33.3% of the total. However, if one restrict the
observations to the teams, the hypothesis is valid, as the combined test and
environment disciplines becomes dominating with 30.8% of the improvement
requests.

H2: The majority of the test-related impediments are related to test infrastruc-
ture.

The combination of the qualitative and quantitative data indicates that the
hypothesis is valid. The qualitative data, shown in Table 7.1, indicate that
infrastructure-related impediments form approximately 50% of the combined
test and environment improvement requests. Combining this with qualitative
data from the team observations, the interviews, and the RCA light investi-
gation we consider the hypothesis to be valid, as the majority of the impedi-
ments seen from those sources are traceable to environment and infrastructure
issues.

7.5.6 Validity

• Construct validity addresses if the study measures what we intend it to
measure [139]. The largest threat to construct validity in this study is us-
ing the number of improvement tasks for each discipline to estimate the
amount and type of impediments encountered. In doing this, we do not
take the effort into account as the tasks on the management team and im-
provement boards were not time-estimated or followed up for consumed
time or resolution lead-time. Hence, the actual effect on the teams in
terms of lost hours cannot be estimated, what we see is a measure of the
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number of annoyances that have been encountered.

• Internal validity addresses the conclusions of the study [144]. We have
used multiple sources of information, both qualitative and quantitative,
to minimize the threats to internal validity. One of the main threats is
related to the time-frame of the study. While the task board analysis
and the team observations were performed during a well defined time
period, the improvement and management team backlogs span over a
longer time. This could impact the comparison between the amount
of impediments and work effort in Table 7.2, where the distribution of
impediments could change if restricted to the time period of the team
observations.

• External validity addresses generalization of the findings [144]. We
have provided context information in Section 7.3 to enable comparison
to other organizations and studies.

• Reliability addresses the repeatability of the study [144]. The data clas-
sification principles are well-defined, and are based on RUP, which is a
known and widely used process. We have also included quotations from
the qualitative data to support the conclusions. The risk for context ef-
fects in the RCA Light material was reported in Section 7.5.2, and the
risk for acquiescence in the interviews was reported in Section 7.5.3.

7.6 Conclusions

Contrary to the initial assumptions in the organization, test and test infrastruc-
ture impediments did not constitute the majority of the encountered impedi-
ments. Using empirical methods we have shown that, for the observed orga-
nization, the majority of the impediments during the early phase of the agile
transformation were related to project management, coordination and com-
munication. From the observations, it is likely that a larger focus on these
disciplines had been needed prior to the transformation. This is in line with
the findings of Lindvall et al. [109], who write that ”individual projects in a
large organization often depend on their environment in several ways”. This
environment can be too complex for a team of software developers to handle,
and may in our opinion require the attention of a project manager or other
specialists, even after transforming to an agile way of working.

A large part of the observed test infrastructure impediments could have been
avoided by defining the division of responsibility between the infrastructure
organization and the development organization earlier, and when doing so, also
appointing the contact persons between the organizations. An agile way of
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increasing the contact between teams is to use ”communities of practice” [183]
to enable engineers from different organizations to meet in an informal, but still
organized, way for knowledge sharing and problem solving.

We observed that test competence was missing in some teams, and that this
was the source of many of the test impediments. Some teams did not know
if they had to solve the competence issues themselves or not, as part of the
responsibilities of being a self-organizing team. It should have been escalated,
training and staffing is a manager responsibility in the organization. To avoid
similar situations and to enable the transforming organization to learn what the
team responsibilities are, we recommend that teams are actively encouraged to
escalate all potential impediments, and that a large part of the scrum meetings
during the initial sprints in a transformation are observed by managers.
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Chapter 8

Industrial Case Study:
Impediments for Automated
Testing - An Empirical Analysis
of a User Support Discussion
Board

This chapter is based on two investigations in the same context:

• The majority of the content is derived from an industrial case study pre-
viously published as

Kristian Wiklund, Daniel Sundmark, et al. “Impediments for Automated Test-
ing - An Empirical Analysis of a User Support Discussion Board”. In: Software
Testing, Verification and Validation (ICST), IEEE International Conference on.
2014. DOI: 10.1109/ICST.2014.24 (Paper [III])

• A follow up survey on the same population1 performed one year after
submission of the original paper.

1The definition of the population is identical. However, the individuals comprising the pop-
ulation have changed, notably by a significant increase in the number of users.
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8.1 Introduction

The focus of this work was to investigate impediments experienced by users
of the test automation framework, in order to further the understanding about
what issues a tool user may encounter.

The study was performed in an organization using a shared test automation
framework for its automated testing. When automating a test, the test frame-
work user designs a test script using the functionality provided by the frame-
work to perform a number of common tasks, such as configuring the system
under test, controlling stimuli generators and monitoring equipment, generat-
ing a verdict, and sending the results to a database.

The study has been performed in two parts at different points in time, as illus-
trated by Figure 8.1.

• In the first part of the study, we analyzed the contents of an intraweb
discussion board used for framework support questions, announcements,
and development discussions.

• In the second part of the study, we deployed a survey in the organiza-
tion using the framework to seek more information on what problems
are considered important to users, and to investigate the validity issues
related to analyzing only discussion board messages in the first part of
the study. The original intent was to deploy this during the discussion
board investigation. Unfortunately, the lead time required for the discus-
sions needed to secure permission for deployment made it impossible to
complete a survey in time for the paper deadline, and the work was post-
poned.

The study makes two contributions:

• The primary contribution of is an overview of the issues experienced by
test developers in a large industrial software development organization,
together with a narrative connecting these issues to published research.
Very little information is previously available about real-world experi-
ences with automated testing, in particular ”negative” experiences [135].

• The secondary contribution is the information on the behavior and ex-
pectations of the framework users when they seek support: what mode of
support is preferred and what is the acceptable lead time? This informa-
tion is useful for organizations planning to concentrate the development,
maintainance, and support of tools to a dedicated unit.
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Figure 8.1: Time and context difference between initial data and survey de-
ployment

8.2 Context

The unit of analysis is a test automation framework based on the TestNG open
source Java unit test framework [14]. In addition to TestNG, it consists of
a number of in-house developed components that provide services to the test
script developers. Included in these services are mechanisms to manage test
execution, store verdicts in test result databases, handle logs, communicate
with the system under test, and control lab equipment. Typically, a test requires
a combination of IP traffic generators, power switches to turn equipment on
and off, spectrum analyzers, and other equipment needed to simulate a real
environment and monitor the execution of the system under test.

The test software consists of three tiers in addition to TestNG: one corporate-
wide part containing generic shared components, one system under test (SUT)-
specific part that adds modules for SUT interfacing and SUT-specific test equip-
ment, and finally the test scripts themselves.

The system under test-specific part is developed by two teams of developers,
and has an agile product owner, as well as funding and structured requirement
and issue handling. In addition to developing the framework, the teams also
provide user support, and on-demand classroom training to the developers and
testers working with the system under test.

A schematic overview of the components in the test system is shown in Fig-
ure 8.2. The same version and configuration of the test framework is used both
on the developer workstations and on the test execution servers. The equip-
ment is remote-controlled through the corporate local area network.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic overview of the test setup, showing the relations be-
tween different functional areas

The system under test is a networked real-time embedded system, and the
current automated test scope using the studied framework is limited to the
machine-machine interfaces only. There are automated GUI tests for monitor-
ing software executing on workstations, but those are implemented through a
different mechanism, and are not included in the results of this study.

The IT environment, such as work stations, build servers, test execution servers,
and web servers, is managed by a central corporate function. From the point
of view of the users of the test framework it is effectively outsourced to an IT
service provider. The central IT function is responsible for all aspects of the
IT environment, from data center real estate to day-to-day operations of the
networks and test bed hardware. The standardized IT environment is accessed
via remote terminal servers or secure shell login from the users’ ordinary office
laptops.

The studied instance of the framework and its extensions has been used for
several years by a smaller group of users, consisting mostly of automation
specialists. During the last half of 2012, as part of an agile transformation
and an associated reorganization, there was an inflow of new users as well as
a migration from two separate discussion boards, to the one analyzed. The
rapid expansion of the user base has continued, as is evident from the increase
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between the execution of part 1 and part 2 of the study, from approximately
200 users at the time of the discussion board analysis to 583 at the time of the
survey. The user base is the main change to the context between part 1 and part
2 of the study. The context is static in the sense of organization, functionality
and products, but the people working with the tool has changed over time due
to reorganizations and normal staff rotation.

The users of the framework perform automated tests on primarily embedded
telecommunication software. The tests are started both manually and through
an automated continuous integration mechanism [165] based on the Jenkins
engine. The type of testing performed ranges from subsystem functional inte-
gration testing to system performance and stability testing.

The primary support channel to the development team is through an intraweb
discussion board, it serves as the ”ticket system” for the first-line support,
which means that it should contain a majority of the issues. However, ac-
cording to information from the framework developers, this is not the case, as
some framework users elect to contact a developer directly via instant messag-
ing (IM) instead of using the board, as they consider the lead-time for support
to be too long when using the discussion board. The consequences of this is
that any issues solved in this way are absent from our analysis as well as invis-
ible to the rest of the organization, limiting the use of the discussion board as
a knowledge base.

8.3 Study Design

8.3.0.1 Research Questions

RQ1: What type of tool-related impediments are encountered by the users
of a test automation framework?

RQ2: What type of help do users of a test automation framework ask for?

RQ3: Is the discussion board used as the main channel for support?

The discussion board analysis addresses RQ1 and RQ2, while the survey ad-
dresses RQ1 and RQ3.
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8.3.1 Discussion Board Analysis Design

The data we have used in our analysis is available through an intranet dis-
cussion board, which is part of the development collaboration area for the
studied test framework. The collaboration area is a so-called ”forge” for in-
ner source [184] and membership in the collaboration area is required to be
allowed to push changes to both the framework and the test scripts using the
framework.

To initiate a discussion or a support request, a user of the discussion board
submits a message in a web interface. This message is then visible to the other
users of the discussion board, and it is possible to respond to it through com-
ments in other messages. There is also an email gateway, making it possible to
receive and send posts through normal email.

Users of the framework post messages to it, containing questions or informa-
tion, making it possible for others, such as management and the framework de-
velopers, to see what is happening and to respond to and act on the messages.
This discussion board is part of the official support channel, effectively making
it the ”ticket” system and entry point to first line support for the framework,
and as such, a suitable source for information about what types of impedi-
ments, issues, and problems are encountered by a framework user. The frame-
work development organization have elected to use a discussion board instead
of a ticketing system to enable and encourage community problem solving and
to make the discussions searchable as a knowledge base, useful when solving
similar, future problems. It is believed that it is possible to get a better over-all
quality of support by not restricting the resolution of an issue to the support
organization and allowing all users to contribute with their knowledge. This
could for example result in site-specific [33] or system under test-specific ad-
vice that is unknown to the developers of the test framework.

The study was performed by qualitatively and quantitatively analyzing the
messages posted to the support discussion board. The data was classified using
thematic analysis [37]. The quantitative results of this analysis are presented
in Section 8.4.1, and a discussion of the results is presented in Section 8.5. The
details of the study design, such as coding and sampling, are available in the
following sections.

8.3.1.1 Sampling

To keep the analysis effort at a reasonable level, we performed a sampling
of the discussion board topics. To do this, the discussion board posts were
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assigned codes according to the codebook in Section 8.3.1.2, then the posts
were stratified according to the codes.

Survey sampling as described in Section 3.4.3 was used to calculate the nec-
essary number of samples per stratum, as the investigation can be considered
to be functionally equivalent to a survey. The purpose of this part of the study
was to seek the proportions of the population that correspond to specific is-
sues, where the population is all impediments related to the framework, and
the sampling frame is the messages on the discussion board.

Using Equations 3.1a-3.1c, we estimate the required number of samples to
achieve a confidence interval of 95% with an error margin of 5% for a 50%
proportion, which is the worst-case situation. This indicated that we needed at
least 257 samples for the problem report stratum and at least 178 samples for
the help request stratum. This is a preliminary estimate, and the final confi-
dence intervals [65] shown in the figures were calculated using the actual data
after sampling.

Each stratum was sampled using probability sampling [139] with random num-
bers generated by the random.org true random number service [64].

8.3.1.2 Classification of the Data

The classification of the data was performed in four steps:

1. After acquiring the data, all messages were grouped into their respective
thread by an automated tool.

2. The first post of all threads was read to group them into their respective
stratum, using the categories described in Section 8.3.1.2.1, ”Discussion
Thread Types”, below. A simple PHP web interface was used to facili-
tate this work and keep track of the progress.

3. A random sampling was performed for each stratum, as described in
Section 8.3.1.1.

4. The randomly selected posts were analyzed in detail to find out what
types of issues and questions were present. As part of this analysis,
the detailed codes for each stratum were derived iteratively, identifying
common themes in the data [139]. This was performed as a thematic
analysis [37] using the nVivo qualitative analysis software suite [125],
identifying the themes shown in Table 8.1. The themes are further de-
scribed in Section 8.4.1.1 and Section 8.4.1.2. The researcher perform-
ing the majority of the classification of the posts had significant domain
knowledge about the test framework, which made it possible to form an
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opinion about the causes. When the cause was unclear, or if there was
more than one reasonable cause, it was categorized as ”unknown cause”.

8.3.1.2.1 Discussion Thread Types The discussion thread types formed
the initial codes for the analysis and were defined prior to the analysis.

• Included in this study are

– Problem Reports - The execution fails for some unexpected rea-
son. Problem reports have a reactive nature, they are written after
something stops working or behaves in an unexpected way. As
such, they are impediments for the progress, since time and effort
is consumed to resolve them.

– Help Requests - Questions about something that the user wants to
know how to do, or how to use. As opposed to problem reports, a
request for help is a proactive search for knowledge, and usually
do not cause the same level of stress for the user as a problem
report. He or she knows that there is a gap of knowledge that needs
filling. The underlying cause for a help request may become an
impediment if the help request is not answered in a timely fashion.

• Not included in this study are

– Feature Requests - I want to do something that is not supported
by the tool. The difference to a problem report is that a problem
report targets behavior that is intended to be in place and work,
while a feature request is about adding something completely new.

– Development Info - Code review requests for the framework, de-
liveries of the framework, discussions on technical implementa-
tion details for framework features, notice of planned downtime, et
cetera.

8.3.2 Survey Design

Approximately one year after the analysis of the message board content, a
general ”user satisfaction survey” was developed by the organization produc-
ing the test framework, to which we added the research-related questions de-
scribed in this section.
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8.3.2.1 Objective

The survey had two objectives:

1. to investigate the risk for ”errors of non-observation” in the original
study. Non-observation errors occur by either not including all units
of the population in the target frame, or by failing to measure on some
units of the sample [17].

2. to triangulate [139] the findings in the original study by collecting more
information on issues considered important by the framework users.

8.3.2.2 Sampling

Sampling was performed according to the description in Section 3.4.3 in the
methodology chapter of this thesis.

The survey population was defined as ”users of the framework that belong to
the development organization for which the framework is produced”. This is
the same population as described in Section 8.2 in this chapter. However, the
number of users have grown significantly between 2013-2015. The sampling
frame was defined as users registered to the collaboration ”forge” [184] used
for test development: this choice was motivated by the requirement to be a
registered user to be able to develop and store test scripts using the framework.
While there may be sporadic users that are not registered, any organized and
persistent test development require membership in the ”forge” project, which
makes it likely that the frame is representative for the population.

Two attempts at reaching the users was performed:

• A convenience sample [17] by posting a participation request to the ”an-
nouncements” area of the discussion board, accompanied by flyers in
the coffee areas. This yielded zero answers.

• A probability sample drawn from the sample frame described above, us-
ing Equations 3.1a-3.1c to calculate the sample needed for a 5% error
margin and a 95% confidence interval. The required sample, 232 re-
spondents, was close to 50% of the population (291), and we decided to
use 50% to make the implementation of the sampling script easier. We
then sent two emails, one to initiate the survey, and a reminder one week
later, which yielded 52 responses. This corresponds to a worst-case error
margin of approximately 13% at a 95% confidence interval.
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8.3.2.3 Survey Questions

• To what extent are people using the discussion board for support?

– How often do you use the discussion board as a poster or a reader?

∗ I do not know how to find the discussion board

∗ I know about the discussion board but do not use it

∗ Daily

∗ Weekly

∗ Less than once per week

– How/where do you seek support and help when automating tests?

∗ Directly to someone in the framework development teams

∗ The ”champion” (a developer appointed and provided with
time to support her colleagues) in my own organization

∗ A co-worker in my team

∗ The discussion board

∗ The documentation

– How long time do you consider to be acceptable to wait for support
or help? Relevance: If the user expects a short lead time, it is likely
that support is sought elsewhere. This was an open-ended question
that was coded by the researchers afterwards.

• What issues are experienced when using the framework?

– What kind of issues do you typically experience when using the
framework?

– What would be the most important thing to improve with the test
automation in general?

8.3.3 Validity

In this section we describe the various threats of validity that were considered
during the study. The purpose of this is to be transparent about the trustwor-
thiness of the result, and to enable the researchers to the design the study to
minimize the potential bias caused by these threats [145].
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• Construct validity addresses if the study measures what we intend it to
measure [139]. Our intent was to find out what the cause of the majority
of the problems with the studied test framework is.

– During the analysis of the discussion board, we discovered a a few
cases where multiple issues were discussed in the same thread.
This was typically initiated by a ”me too” observation from some-
one else than the original poster, then it turned out that it was two
different root causes. It is easy to imagine more situations where
various types of questions are mixed in the same thread. This is
a threat to the validity if there is a large number of that type of
threads that have fallen completely outside our sampling. We con-
sider the likelihood of this to be low, given that the samples were
large compared to the population.

– The time difference between the generation of the discussion board
data and the deployment of the survey, as illustrated by Figure 8.1,
may cause problems for the validity. The delay between the gen-
eration of the original issues (2010-2013), the analysis of the data
(2013), and the survey deployment in January 2015 results in po-
tentially different populations and contexts. There has been a sig-
nificant increase in the number of users, from approximately 200
to 583 users, and the behavior of the new users may be completely
different than the behavior of the old users.

Replication of the original study, using only the last year posts, and
comparing this to the survey results would have mitigated part of
this validity issue, but the work involved in classification is pro-
hibitive. The original study consisted of 8796 posts distributed
over 1656 topics, as extracted 2013-01-04. Since then, the num-
ber of posts have grown to 20403 distributed over 3903 topics by
2015-02-09, an increase of 11607 posts and 2247 topics.

We contacted the support coordinator, a role that had been ap-
pointed since part one of the study, and asked for a list of closed
cases or issue trends as an alternative to reanalysis. Unfortunately,
no such list was available.

– The first part of the study analyzed the discussion board used for
”first line support” for the framework, including only ”publicly vis-
ible” problem reports. We know that parts of the problem solving
has occured via instant messaging to the tool development team, as
reported in Section 8.2, which was discussed together with other
informal support channels as potential threats to the validity in the
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original report from the first part of the study [III]. The result is
there is a risk for a non-sampling error in the results [16], since the
analysis was limited to the posts on the board, and do not include
other support paths.

We investigated the risk for this validity issue with the survey in
part two. The survey revealed that a large part of the current users
do not consider the discussion board to be their preferred mecha-
nism for support, as shown in Figure 8.5. This supports our origi-
nal suspicion that this may be a threat to the validity of the discus-
sion board results.

The exact effect is hard to estimate and probably depends on a
combination of the impeded developer’s support preferences and
the severity of the impediment. The discussion board data con-
tained a large variety of issues, from trivial to stopping, and span-
ning all aspects of the test environment, which suggests that the
bias is low.

• External validity addresses generalization of the findings [145]. A lim-
itation of this study is that it addresses only one test framework in one
organization. We provide an overview of one case that can be viewed in
parallel with other research in the same area, as discussed in Section 8.5
We have provided as much context information as possible without com-
promising our agreements with the studied organization in Section 8.2
to enable comparison to other organizations and studies.

• Reliability addresses the repeatability of the study [145]. The two parts
of the study exhibit different reliability issues.

– The analysis in part one of the study depends on a ”code book” that
is used for interpretation of the discussion board messages. We
have provided the definition of the codes used for the analysis, and
how the work was performed. The main threat to the reliability is
the interpretation of these codes by the researchers, combined with
the domain knowledge needed to do the analysis, which makes it
possible that other researchers not familiar with the studied frame-
work would reach different conclusions. The coding influences the
results, as the interpretation of different codes in relation to each
other may depend on the persons performing the analysis.

The coding and classification of the discussion board topics was
performed by the researchers, and not as part of the process of
solving the issues, as proposed by for example Mays et al. [116].
Hence, there is a risk for misinterpretation of the issues, introduc-
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ing an observer error into the results.

– The analysis of the open ended questions in the survey introduces
threats to the validity related to the interpretation of the answers,
as we were unable to ask the anonymous subjects for clarification.

∗ The acceptable lead time for support may be interpreted dif-
ferently. After collecting the survey responses we realized that
the time frame ”one day” may have different meaning for dif-
ferent respondents. It could be interpreted as ”the same busi-
ness day” but also as ”no more than 24 hours”. In Figure 8.6,
it is assumed that ”one day” equals 24 hours.

∗ Some answers to the questions about experienced issues and
most important thing to improve with the automation con-
sisted only of the name of a framework component. While
it was clear that the subject thought that the component was
in need of attention, it is impossible to know what the exact
problem was.

8.4 Results

8.4.1 Discussion Board Analysis

The analyzed data consists of 8796 posts, belonging to 1656 topics, from 2010-
02-25 to 2013-01-04. 189 users were involved in the discussions, posting at
least one post. The distribution of posts per user was highly uneven, the top
three posters were responsible for 48.6% of the total number of posts on the
board, and the fourth most active user had posted approximately one fourth
as much as the top user. The majority of the posts by the top posters were in
response to questions or comments by other users, and the top posters were all
associated with the framework development.

We found that 712 (43%) of the forum topics were related to problem reports,
and that 315 (19%) of the topics were related to users asking for help in gen-
eral. For the two classes of messages not analyzed in this study, 530 (32%)
of the topics contained development info, and 99 (6%) contained feature re-
quests.

Research question RQ1 was addressed through further analysis of the prob-
lem reports. In doing this, we found that using and setting up the framework
and test system was the main source of impediments reported on the board,
together with impediments related to the IT environment. The distribution of
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Figure 8.3: Issues per Group of Causes

problem reports over themes is shown in Table 8.1. The sub-themes are illus-
trated in Figure 8.3 together with their 95% confidence intervals.
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Research question RQ2 was addressed by analyzing and coding the ”help re-
quest” posts from the message board. Through this analysis, we found that the
main area about which the users ask for help about is API usage questions, as
shown in Figure 8.4, followed by general design questions about how to design
a test script. Table 8.1 compares the help request distribution to the problem
report distribution.
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Figure 8.4: Distribution of Help Requests Between Areas

8.4.1.1 Problem Report Types

The following themes were identified in the problem reports collected from the
discussion board:

1. Test Framework
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• Implementation Error A problem related to issues with the test
framework implementation. This can be programming or system-
ization mistakes, version mismatches between the components de-
livered as part of the framework package, or other problems that
are caused by a deviation between the implementation and the in-
tent of the developers of the framework.

• Documentation Error This is a problem with the user documenta-
tion that caused the user of the framework to perform some kind of
erroneous action.

• Global Configuration This is a problem caused by global and site-
level configuration and parameterization of the test framework or
test tools, such as IP addresses needed to communicate with the
SUT or lab equipment.

2. User Behavior

• Test Script Error A programming mistake in a test script invoked
by the user.

• User Configuration A problem related to configuration and param-
eterization of the framework done by the user. Examples of this
type of impediments are:

– Tool configuration - using the wrong parameters for a complex
lab tool

– Eclipse Issues - Breaking one’s workspace or using the wrong
configuration for build or version control.

– Test Environment Baseline - The user had selected the wrong
version of a component or dependency for the framework.
This includes using wrong Java version, or wrong Java class-
path.

• Access Rights - Supplying the wrong credentials, e.g. using wrong
SSH key, and having wrong UNIX file permissions on files. Please
note the difference to not having the proper access rights, as that is
addressed in ”IT Environment” below.

• Lab Equipment This is a problem with some type of lab equipment
apart from the test framework. Examples of lab equipment are
various types of stimuli generators and measurement instrument.

• Tool Usage and Framework invocation The user is trying to use
the equipment in a creative way and fail, or lack sufficient skills
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for performing a task and perform it in the wrong way. This is
classified per main tool group in the diagrams and table.

3. SUT Issue A problem related to the system under test, either an identi-
fied anomaly, or a misunderstanding of functionality.

4. Unknown Cause Either no cause could be identified, or there were
multiple options for why the impediment occurred. There were also
a few messages that were written in an extremely cryptic way that the
researchers were unable to understand.

5. Wrong Forum The poster asked questions about things completely out
of scope for the discussion board and was directed to ask in another
discussion board or seek other ways to get support.

6. IT Environment This is a problem related to the IT environment, in-
cluding networks, servers, workstations, and the configuration and in-
stallation of standard applications on that type of equipment. The com-
pilers, source code repositories, and other components of the develop-
ment environment are included here, as being standard components pro-
vided by the IT service organization. None of the issues in this category
can be handled by staff in the studied organization, all IT environment
issues have to be handled via the IT support.

Examples of IT Environment-related impediments are:

• Access rights - the user did not have the sufficient permissions to
perform a task. The majority of these are related to the rules and
mechanisms governing accesses and credential in the centralized
IT environment. These issues would likely not occur in a less se-
cure IT environment, or would have been solved locally by the
users themselves.

• Network configuration - it was not possible to access something
due to firewall or routing configuration. The majority of this type
of issues were related to ”change weekends” where planned work
was done to the environment.

• Resource shortage - Overloaded servers, full disks, and other is-
sues that primarily are solved by adding more hardware to the IT
environment. It can be discussed if a full disk is a user behavior
problem, such as excessive logging, or an IT environment problem.
It is, however, something that the users experience as a limitation
in the IT environment.

• Outage - Some kind of outage, unknown what. Typical symptoms
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are ”NFS server not responding”, failed logins, and intermittent
loss of connection when using SSH or terminal servers. The major-
ity of this type of issues were transient or related to ”change week-
ends” where planned work was done to the environment. A large
part of the issues were connected to the use of terminal servers.

8.4.1.2 Help Request Types

The help request messages were analyzed after the problem reports, and were
classified into the same themes as the problem reports. The definition of the
theme was changed into a question about the area instead of a problem with
the area. For example, for problem reports we define the ”user configura-
tion” theme as ”a problem related to configuration and parameterization of the
framework done by the user”. Following this, for help requests we define the
”user configuration” theme as ”a question about how to configure and parame-
terize the framework to be able to do what the user wants to do”. In addition to
the themes derivable from the problem reports, we also identified the following
themes related to user behavior:

• API Question - The user wants to know if something is supported by the
test framework API, or how to use it in some specific way.

• Want Code Example - Looking for an example test script or similar to be
able to learn how to do something

• Test Script Design - This addresses things such as ”how do I structure
my test scripts in the best way to achieve my objective”.

• Unix Usage - Generic Unix Questions

8.4.2 Survey Results

We asked two questions to identify user ”pain points”:

• What kind of issues do you typically experience when using the frame-
work?

• What would be the most important thing to improve with the test au-
tomation in general?

The answers to the two questions that belong to this category were pooled and
analyzed using thematic coding as described in Section 3.4.4. Both groups
were analyzed as a single body of evidence.The original intent was to use the
same code book as for the original study, as described in Section 8.4.1.1 of
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this chapter. However, during the analysis we quickly realized that we had to
deviate from the code book.

The most obvious difference is that the survey answers cannot be divided into
help requests or error reports, they are less specific, and seem to be more root
cause-oriented. As an example, it is quite possible that a person asking for
”more documentation” in reality was thinking about something else that could
have been prevented by better documentation. This is lost in most of the survey
answers, and the anonymity of the respondents made it impossible to ask for
clarifications. As a consequence, themes with a ”catch all” root cause nature,
such as documentation, are probably overrepresented compared to the forum
questions.

The difference in level of detail can likely be explained by the nature of survey
research.

A support discussion board typically contain posts intended to ”elicit tailor-
made information” [163], where questions, according to Steehouder [163],
contain detailed contextual information intended to solve specific ”recent per-
sonal problems” [163]. This is without a doubt the case for the discussion
board we have analysed. The poster is highly motivated to provide informa-
tion to get a rapid response.

In the case of a survey, the responses depend on many factors, such as the mo-
tivation for or time available to respond to the survey. We also ask for quite
generic opinions from the respondent, ”what is your...”, ”what do you think...”.
The effect is that the respondent may engage in satisficing [99], where the
respondent fail to process the meaning of the question, process their memo-
ries less carefully, or select the first answer that comes to mind, instead of an
optimal answer.

The conclusion is that the discussion board investigation consisted of many
specific issues described in great detail that were analyzed to find a general
pattern, while the survey responses consisted of a much smaller number of
answers with low detail and a more general nature, and the result is that the
final themes are different between the two investigations.

8.4.2.1 Themes in the Survey Results

The thematic analysis of the responses to the open questions in the survey
resulted in the following themes:

• Documentation was by a significant margin the largest group of issues
and improvements. This included more example test cases using the
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framework, requests for tutorials, and general improvements to the user
guides. Some users had concerns about outdated documentation. In
the original study, 48.3% of the help requests were related to test script
development, something that the framework documentation is supposed
to simplify.

• Backwards Compatibility was requested by many respondents to avoid
having to update their test code. This is related to test script development
in the original study, but can also be considered to be related to the
baselining of the environment, reported as ”user configuration” in the
original study. Both those areas represented a significant part of the
problem reports and help requests in the forum.

• Environment stability was a clear concern for the respondents. This is
related to both the IT Environment theme and the framework implemen-
tation issues theme in the first part of the study. Together, they repre-
sented a large number of the problem reports reported on the discussion
board.

• Usability is a concern for the respondents. This is related to the ”user
errors and tool usage” theme in the original study. There were problems
with invoking and managing running tests, as well as with debugging
test scripts, verdict creation and log analysis.

• Speed improvements were requested by a large group of respondents.
This category is unique in the sense that it was not found in the discus-
sion threads analyzed in the original study. Many survey responses can
be directly and indirectly connected to both usability and development
speed.

As an example, consider

”I realize that this is an issue with Java itself, but it would
be great if it was easier to find our parts in a backtrace [from
a Java exception]. Now 90% is unrelated, and our stuff can
be anywhere in there.”

In this case, it requires more effort, and as a consequence time, to find
the relevant information, because the traces are not user friendly.

We also investigated what the expectations on support lead time and what
means for support are preferred by the respondents.

• Preferred ways of seeking support

This estimator was implemented as a multiple-choice, ”select all that
apply”, question. The distribution of answers are shown in Figure 8.5,
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please note that the sum of all answers is larger than the number of
respondents due to the design of the questions.

The most popular method of seeking help, as reported in 19 of 51 re-
sponses (37.3%), is to ask a co-worker in the same team. This is hardly
unexpected, as it is likely to be the fastest and easiest way to solve a
problem.

Using the forum is the second most popular option. 16 of 51 responses
(31.4%) stated that the forum is a place to seek help when having a prob-
lem with the test automation. This is however far from the majority of
the users, which indicates that the validity issue reported in the original
publication and Section 8.3.3 could be relevant to the conclusions of the
study.

Read others test code

Local champion

Direct contact with framework team

The Wiki

The Discussion Board

Co-worker in my team

0 10 20 30 40
Percent of Users

Figure 8.5: Distribution of preferred ways to seek support.

• Acceptable Support Lead Time

We probed for acceptable support lead time through a free text, open
ended, question. Using an open ended question minimize scaling bias [152]
at the expense of a potentially lower response rate. The answers were
encoded by the researcher and are illustrated by Figure 8.6.

While the majority of the respondents considered a lead time in excess
of 12 hours to be acceptable, with a clear peak at one day, 14 out of 34
expected a response time below four hours. It can be conjectured that
people with high expectations on quick support are less likely to use the
forum, and more likely to contact someone directly.

• Forum Usage
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As seen in Figure 8.7, few respondents are using the discussion board
regularly, which is very clear if the respondents are grouped into users
and non-users as shown by Figure 8.8. We consider anyone using the
board less than once per week to be a non-user, people using the dis-
cussion board less than weekly cannot be considered to use it as part of
their day to day work.

A related paradata [98] observation from the survey is that the con-
venience sampling attempt posted to the discussion board failed, and
yielded zero responses. The email deployment got quite different re-
sponse, most of the respondents had filled out the survey within two
working days.

These results indicate is that the interest in using the forum is low for
many users. This may lower the likelihood of those users seeking sup-
port through the discussion board, at least for the group that claimed that
they do not know how to find it. However, one must consider that day
to day use is different from seeking help, and that the lack of ”usage” do
not exclude the use of the discussion board for support issues. Following
a discussion board indicates interest, involvement, and time to spend on
the discussion board, not necessarily avoidance.
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Figure 8.7: Discussion board usage frequency
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Figure 8.8: Discussion board users vs non-users
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8.5 Discussion

In this section we discuss the results, based on the information in the messages
and from the survey, in the view of our experience and previously published
literature. The objective is to provide an interpretation of the results and fa-
cilitate a connection to the larger context of the test automation discipline in
general [123] .

We identified three large groups of impediments in the discussion board ma-
teria: impediments related to the IT environment, impediments related to the
use of the test system, and impediments related to the test framework soft-
ware as such. In the survey, users reported that they experienced problems or
saw opportunities for improvements related primarily to documentation, back-
wards compatibility, environment stability, usability, and speed of develop-
ment.

A challenging task is to relate the themes from the discussion board analy-
sis to the themes from the survey. While both groups of themes refer to the
same over-all context, they have been generated from different points of view.
Documentation prevents impediments before they occur, as illustrated by Fig-
ure 8.9. A problem report or help request specifies a particular impediment
in a particular domain, but a user asking for ”documentation improvements”
may consider any part of the documentation. Is the documentation the main
impediment, or is it, as an example, a problem related to configuration of the
framework, which was highlighted as a main theme in the first part of the
study.

The themes identified in the survey are less well founded than the themes from
the discussion board analysis, both due to the much smaller body of evidence,
but also the static and anonymous design of the survey. Given the lack of
opportunities for asking follow up questions in a survey, it is hard to investigate
exactly what a user writing a short open ended answer actually intended. For
example, there are a few answers that simply state ”environment” or the name
of a framework subsystem.

Self-reporting about something is fundamentally different from describing a
problem that one want to get help with solving. If one want to receive timely
help, there is an absolute need for providing detailed and understandable in-
formation. The same need is likely not seen when answering a survey, even if
some respondents have written very detailed answers.

The result is that the themes from the survey are less well defined than from
the larger body of evidence from the discussion board. We have still proposed
a number of themes to be able to discuss the results in a productive way.
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Documentation prevents
impediments

Poor documentation leads

to more support requests

If the documentation is improved, I can learn about X
instead of having problems...

Figure 8.9: Proposed Reason for Requesting Documentation Improvements

8.5.1 Development Speed

Complaints about speed were relatively common in the open ended answers to
the survey questions about improvements and experienced problems. ”Speed”
as a theme in itself was not present in the material from the discussion board.

We explain this by observing that ”speed reduction” is the essence of the basic
definition of the consequences of impediments. Combined with the fact that
shorter lead time is one of the purposes of automation and a major organiza-
tional expectation, as shown in Table 2.1, we propose that users always will
request faster testing, unless there are more criticial issues present.

8.5.2 Centrally Managed IT Environment

Considering that there is a dedicated organization for handling IT issues it
is somewhat surprising that this the largest groups of issues reported on the
discussion board, in particular since the IT support organization do not monitor
the discussion board at all.

We propose that this can be explained by a combination of factors:

• Any issues with the IT environment have a much larger impact than
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anything else. Everyone have dependencies to the IT environment in
their work. If there is a disturbance, even a minor one, a lot of people
will notice it, and it is sufficient if one person post a question on the
discussion board to make it visible in our analysis.

• The test framework is the front-end for the testing and a large part of the
perceived user experience, most other components of the test system are
hidden behind the framework. Hence, the large number of IT problems
posted to the board instead of being sent to the help desk can likely
be explained by an observation by Damm et al. [39]. They state that
”test tools easily become the excuse for every problem” and motivate
that observation by explaining that tool usage is where problems first
are discovered regardless of origin.

In the studied case, the IT environment is managed by another organization,
and it is impossible for a user to solve the majority of the IT issues by him-
self.

The majority of the IT environment problems were associated with the use
of remote login servers. There were problems with authentication and access
rights. Secure shell is used to connect to remote resources, and some users
have encountered problems with using the public key authentication mecha-
nism needed to be able to do password-less login. This results in various symp-
toms, from not being able to pull or push code to the repositories, to somewhat
odd error messages during testing. In a smaller scale operation, most of these
issues would likely not occur due to a simpler or less locked down design of
the infrastructure.

We also observed issues related to the stability of the network infrastructure,
such as temporary problems with switches or firewalls. This is likely a con-
sequence of the general complexity of the IT system, a complex system with
more components is likely to exhibit more problems than a simple system with
few components. General stability was identified as one of the major themes in
the issues and improvement opportunities reported in the survey, and a stable
IT environment is a precondition for stability.

Stability issues related to an infrastructure change were reported in the study
described in Chapter 6 as well. However, those issues were caused by a tech-
nical debt in the test cases, and not the infrastructure as such. In the case in
Chapter 6, the network timing was altered by a change to the network infras-
tructure, and the test cases that were synchronized by timeouts were unable to
handle this change. That type of issues are classified as ”test script errors” and
not IT environment issues according to the code-book in Section 8.3.1.2 of this
chapter.
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8.5.3 Things people do

The largest group of problem reports handled on the discussion board were
related to ”user behaviors”, that is, things that are caused by mistakes by the
users themselves. This group of problems include things such as configuring
up the equipment in the wrong way, not having sufficient skills, making a
programming mistake in a test script, or being creative and using the equipment
in a way not intended.

During the discussion board analysis, we found that mistakes by the users of
the test framework, together with issues related to the centralized IT environ-
ment, formed the largest class of impediments related to using the test frame-
work. The impediments related to the IT environment were primarily caused
by the centralization and complexity of that system. The number of IT envi-
ronment impediments would most likely have been lower in a less centralized
or less secure environment. Considering ”user mistakes”, the majority of the
impediments were connected to configuration of the test system and test en-
vironments, such as using the wrong parameters or the wrong baseline of the
tools. Many of the mistakes were recurring in nature, with the same basic
problem occurring over and over again. This would suggest a lack of user
experience, which also is indicated by the experience profile of the survey re-
spondents. The survey also indicated a level of awareness of missing skills,
through requests for improved documentation.

As seen in Section 8.4.1 and Table 8.1, most of the problem reports can be at-
tributed to areas that are not strictly test script development, but instead prob-
lems with configuration and support mechanisms that are needed to be able to
do test script development. This is in contrast to what the users are asking for
help about, we observe that the majority of the help requests are related to tool
usage and test script development, and not about the things we noticed have
the most problems, user configuration. User configuration errors correspond
to 61% of the errors in the ”user behaviors” theme, but only to 17% of the help
requests in the same area.

The cause for this could be that the users are aware that the test framework API
is complex, and that they consider their task to be to develop test scripts. The
rest of the test system seems to be expected to ”just work”, making the aware-
ness of the risk of problems much lower. Karlström et al. [86] made a similar
observation in their study from 2005, and proposed that ”test environments
appear to be taken for granted by developers”. A related theme in the survey
adresses issues related to backwards compatibility in the test framework API.
Many users expressed concerns about changes in the API that were breaking
the backwards compatibility, and requested improvements in this area. It was
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clear that those users expected the API to remain static, and considered things
such as deprecation of methods to be significantly impeding as it increases the
effort involved in maintaining test scripts.

Usability is one of the larger themes in the survey data. Usability is likely to
influence the amount of mistakes done by the users of the framework.

8.5.3.1 Configuration of the Framework

The largest subgroup of problems identified through the discussion board in-
vestigation that were related to user behaviors was configuring and setting up
the framework. This is in contrast to what the users are asking for help about,
the majority of the help requests are related to test script development.

Pinheiro et al. [132] reports on the introduction of test environment testing in
a complex setup, which resulted in drastic improvements in the trust of the
environment and speed of testing. In their report, they list an initial test scope
for the environment testing that include testing folder permissions, database
permissions, network resource availability, and configuration files. These are
all issues that are present in some form in the material analyzed in this study.
Drawing from this, we propose that once a test system grows to a certain size,
it will become hard or impossible for the individual developer to manage the
complexity. As a consequence, issues of this type, that are outside the domain
of the system under test and outside the expertise of most developers, will
occur.

We propose that the large number of configuration mistakes can be explained
by the large inflow of new users. Before the reorganization , the framework
was mostly used by test automation specialists. It is likely that skilled users of
a test system both need and accept extensive configurability of the test system,
and that they are more tolerant to odd behaviors and usage quirks than an un-
skilled user. When the user base increased, these properties of the framework
caused problems. Similar phenomena were observed in the study forming the
base for Chapter 6 [I]. During that study, it was observed that the software
developers forming the team considered their tools hard to use. As general-
ists, they preferred ease of use over flexibility. In short, tools that are targeted
towards specialists will cause problems if deployed to a wide audience.

Two themes related to user configuration were clearly visible during the discus-
sion board analysis: using the wrong version of a component or dependency,
and wrong selection of test system and system-under-test parameters.

Having the correct configuration of the test system is crucial for being able to
perform tests reliably [132], and, sometimes, to be able to start the tests at all.
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In this category, we found three major types of issues:

(a) supplying the wrong parameters to the framework, such as what type
the system-under-test is, the network addresses to the equipment used,
or what ssh keys to use,

(b) selecting the wrong version of the framework in relation to the system-
under-test, and

(c) having the wrong class-path for Java, leading to unstartable tests or un-
expected behavior of the framework.

When the framework was migrated from Java 6 to Java 7, several users se-
lected the wrong version of Java, indicating that this information had been
over-looked somehow.

8.5.3.2 Using and Configuring Development and Support Tools

Issues related to configuring and using the integrated development environ-
ment Eclipse forms a relatively large part of the problems that the users have
when developing test code. When working with Eclipse, the projects worked
on and the associated settings are stored in a workspace [181]. The major-
ity of these problems seem to be related to misconfiguring the workspace or
changing the contained code in an unintended way. The resolution for Eclipse
problems was in most cases to remove the current workspace and create a
new one. Exactly what the cause was in each case is usually hard to deter-
mine, as removing the workspace will revert any test script changes, and reset
the configurations and customizations to the workspace that were done by the
user

Another large group of the user behavior-related issues, approximately 6%,
were about using the software configuration management system. The pur-
pose of software configuration management is to track changes in the soft-
ware. Software configuration management can in itself be complex, and in
this case, an additional complexity is that the test code is contained within the
same collaboration ”forge” as the discussion board, while the system under test
is versioned in a completely different revision control system with a different
paradigm of use. This indicates that there is a value in using the same tools for
the same type of work. In the studied organization, a transformation project
is ongoing to move all code, both test systems and delivered products, to the
same software configuration management platform, which likely will reduce
the number of usage problems.

Examples of problems encountered are duplicates of the code pushed to the
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software configuration management repository, and confusion that one have to
”pull” the changes from the repo, as opposed to the system-under-test software
configuration management system where updates are received immediately by
all users after check in.

8.5.4 Usability

During the analysis, we discovered that one expert user stated that ”the main
problem with the framework is that it is hard to use”.

From the survey results, we identified two themes that are related user expe-
rience of the framework: environment stability and usability in general. En-
vironment stability was discussed as part of the IT issues above, but also is
highly dependant on the general quality of the test framework.

Easy-to-use tools are essential to make broad usage of automation feasible. In
his recommendations on how to manage a test project, Black [18] proposes that
configuration of a test environment can be too complex for a ”typical tester”
to handle. If we replace Black’s ”typical tester” with a ”generalist software
developer”, this is in line with our observations, both in this study and in the
previous study reported in Chapter 6.

8.5.5 Using a Discussion Board for User Support

The conclusions from the survey responses is that the majority of the issues
encountered by users likely are handled outside the forum, for reasons of lead
time and simplicity. It is easier to call someone or ask a colleague than it is to
write a message on a discussion board. Govindarajulu observed similar behav-
ior when studying the use of helpdesks for IT support [58] and proposed that
the reason was that it is easier to contact a colleague for help. Govindarajulu
also propose that decentralized help by co-workers may result in better support
quality, as it is easier to target the support to the user needs.

One of the framework developers proposed that the public nature of the dis-
cussion board may discourage insecure framework users from submitting help
requests. This is actually a reasonable proposal.

In ”The Design of Everyday Things”, Don Norman write [124]:

”Suppose I try to use an everyday thing, but I can’t: Where is the
fault, in my action or in the thing? We are apt to blame ourselves.
If we believe that others are able to use the device and if we believe
that it is not very complex, then we conclude that any difficulties
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must be our own fault. . . . Because everyone perceives the fault to
be his or her own, nobody wants to admit to having trouble.” [124]

When probing for the level of participation in the framework discussion board
community, we found that the number of active users outside the framework
development organization must be considered to be low. Self-reports through
the survey indicate that approximately 70% of the users must be considered as
non-participants, as shown in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8.

Constant et al. investigated support through ”the kindness of strangers” [33]
and found four factors that influenced the willingness of non-dedicated partic-
ipants to provide support:

1. The information had to be non-sensitive with respect to all potential
readers.

2. Participating in a discussion is not without cost. Unless the participant
belong to a dedicated service organization, they must have enough slack
in their work day to be able to participate.

3. The inflow of discussion topics must be sufficiently low to avoid over-
flowing the system. This is related to factor two, the cost of participation.

4. A participant may consider their contribution to be redundant or without
benefit. Essentially, why should they contribute if there is someone else
who can do it?

Considering our analyzed discussion board and its audience and exposure, the
confidentiality and sensitivity of the information should not be an issue.

The effort involved is clearly an issue, it was indicated to us that truly following
the discussion board requires significant effort, 2-4 hours per day depending
on the level of involvement. During the period January 2013 - January 2015,
11607 posts were submitted spanning 2247 topics. This is equal to an aver-
age of approximately 44 new posts and 9 new topics per day, unadjusted for
low intensity periods such as vacations. Given the effort indications and the
high inflow, we consider it unlikely that an average developer with an normal
workload is able to participate actively in the forum.

The final factor, if the contribution is redundant or not, can be discussed in
light of the uneven distribution of contributors. The top three posters, all as-
sociated with the framework development and support, were responsible for
48.6% of the total number of the posts analyzed in the discussion board inves-
tigation. Most of their posts were responses to questions by others. Clearly,
there is expert support available, which would limit the willingness for others
to contribute.
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8.6 Conclusions

In this study, we contribute (a) a discussion and analysis of the viability of
using a discussion board for support for mission critical tools, and (b) evidence
on, and a discussion of, problem reports and help requests submitted by the
users of a test execution framework.

8.6.1 Using a Discussion Board for Support

In the studied organization, the discussion board has been widely promoted as
the main channel for support. The main reasons for using a discussion board
instead of a ticketing system is that the discussions are transparent and provide
an opportunity both to use it as a future knowledge base, and also to leverage
”the kindness of strangers” [33] to achieve a higher quality of support.

Despite the efforts made to direct the users to the discussion board for support
and general information, the level of participation is low, as seen in Figure 8.7
and Figure 8.8. Only a minority, approximately 32% of the users, consider the
forum to be a viable support alternative.

Combining this with statements from the framework developers that they get
many requests for support through email, telephone, and instant messaging,
we conclude that (a) relying only on a discussion board for support is not a
realistic alternative for a critical path tool and (b) that the intended benefits as
a knowledge base likely are missing.

At the time of writing, the studied organization is investigating ticketing sys-
tems to replace the discussion board for support requests.

8.6.2 Problem Reports and Help Requests

We analyzed a support discussion board and identified a number of classes of
impediments experienced by the users of a test execution automation frame-
work. The impediment classes were primarily identified through analysis of
actual problem reports and help requests. We also performed a user survey
that provided more information on what the users actually believe are prob-
lems.

The qualitative analysis of the survey data and the discussion board resulted
in two partially overlapping sets of themes. This can be explained by the dif-
ferences in thinking when describing a particular issue that need solving, and
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when responding to a general question about problems and improvement op-
portunities.

In the survey, usability and speed was identified as a main issue for the respon-
dents. The requests for faster testing can be explained by a general expectation
on test automation: it needs to be faster, not slower, than doing the work man-
ually. Poor usability, and tools targeted at the wrong skill level for the actual
users, was a conclusion in the discussion board analysis. Low usability as gen-
eral concept may explain a lot of the issues experienced and why issues not
related to the test framework, such as IT problems, ended up in the discussion
board and not where they should have been reported.

Hence, we propose that development and maintenance of test automation frame-
works used by the general development population, as in this case, need to
focus on high usability and speed in testing.
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Chapter 9

Systematic Literature
Review

The systematic literature review is submitted to Software Testing, Verification
and Reliability as

Kristian Wiklund, Sigrid Eldh, et al. “Impediments for Software Test Execu-
tion Automation: A Systematic Literature Review”. In: Submitted to Software
Testing, Verification and Reliability (2015) (Paper [IV])

9.1 Introduction

Software testing is by far the most commonly used method for quality assur-
ance and quality control process in a software development organization, and
a very important part of the development process [31]. Testing makes it possi-
ble to get information about the difference between the actual and the required
behaviour of the software product [178] when delivered. The importance and
complexity of software testing is reflected by the costs involved: 30%-80%
of the development costs are reported to be related to testing [20][122][II][52],
and studies on release time indicate that the majority of the release time is con-
sumed by testing [90]. The cost and time involved in testing can be managed
through test execution automation, where the execution of a test is performed
by software instead of a human.

Test execution automation can be used to improve the process effectiveness,
for example by reducing the risk for human errors [85], and make the tests
more repeatable [135]. Test execution automation can also be used to improve
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the process efficiency, for example by enabling the use of the staff for other
tasks [129], and perform more testing in less time [135][168]. Test execu-
tion automation is a core component in agile development [32], where it is
used both for rapid feedback and to enable testing by everyone that deliver
code. Methods such as continuous integration [165], test-driven development,
and automated acceptance testing [67] makes test execution automation an ev-
eryday activity in an agile organization [28]. The high use of test execution
automation also makes the automated tests mission critical: If the test execu-
tion automation stops working or slows down, the development will also stop
or slow down.

The investment cost for test execution automation can be significant. It is diffi-
cult to propose a generalizable cost model, due to a lack of published informa-
tion available on the cost of ownership for test execution automation. However,
the size and complexity of a test system can be in the order of, or often larger
than, the complexity and size of the tested product [15][140][88][VIII]. This
makes it reasonable to conjecture that the cost of ownership of an automated
test execution system is in the order of the cost of development of the product
it is testing. Even if a lot less effort is spent on the test systems than on the sold
products, it still represents a major investment for the software business as a
whole. If the test execution automation do not perform as well as expected, this
investment is unlikely to be recovered as planned, which may have significant
consequences for the business.

In this study, we focus on investigating impediments for test execution automa-
tion. Impediments are defined as ”anything that prevents a team member from
performing work as efficiently as possible” [153].

From industrial experience, available publications in the field, and our own
research, we propose that many impediments experienced by software devel-
opers are related to the use of automated test execution. Many test execution
automation impediments appear to be of a general nature, as they are present
in reports from widely different parts of the software industry. Considering the
importance of testing in software development, test automation in agile devel-
opment [32], and the large costs involved, we propose that there is a general
need for systematic knowledge about what impediments could be encountered
and reasons that the impediments occur. Knowledge about the impediments is
important to be able to reduce the impact of the impediments, or eliminate the
impediments completely.

This study contributes the following: (a) A systematic literature review (SLR)
of research publications identifying real-life experiences of impediments re-
lated to software test execution automation, (b) a taxonomy of the identified
impediments, (c) a model presenting how different phenomena encountered in
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test execution automation use and development interact to amplify the impedi-
ments, (d) a qualitative discussion on the impediment and phenomena, and (e)
a proposal for future work.

This chapter is organized as follows: An overview of the study design is pre-
sented in Section 9.2, followed by the results of the SLR together with the
qualitative synthesis in Section 9.3. Finally, we a discussion on implications
for practitioners and researchers, together with proposals for future work, are
presented in Section 9.5, followed by the conclusions in Section 9.6.

9.2 Study Design

The design of the study draws primarily from two sources. The searching and
screening approach largely follows the systematic literature review guidelines
by Kitchenham et al. [95], and the synthesis is influenced by Noblit and Hare’s
meta-ethnographic method for qualitative synthesis [123].

9.2.1 Objectives

There are two objectives for this research:

1. To identify scientifically reported software development impediments
related to automated software test execution.

2. To explain the mechanisms leading to the impediments through a quali-
tative synthesis.

9.2.2 Process

To analyze the included publications and perform the synthesis the following
process was used:

1. Getting started
The meta-ethnographic method [123] defines ”getting started” as deter-
mining what to be investigated using the method. This is formulated as
two objectives, as presented in Section 9.2.1.

2. Deciding what is relevant to the initial interest
In this phase, we define the search terms, the databases to be searched,
the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and how to do the screening. A pi-
lot screening activity was performed to calibrate the screening process
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by comparing differences between screening decisions taken by the dif-
ferent researches. Then we performed the searches and the screening,
finally resulting in the primary studies listed in Table 9.7 and in the ”In-
cluded Publications” section at the end of this paper. The search strategy
is described in Section 9.2.3 and the screening process is described in
Section 9.2.5.

3. Reading the studies
The purpose of this step is to get as familiar as possible with the content
of the included studies [3] and extract the initial themes and concepts.
The step can be viewed as pre-processing for the synthesis step.

4. Synthesising the results
The synthesis phase contains the main difference between our study de-
sign and the original meta-ethnographic approach. Noblit and Hare pro-
pose that studies shall be translated into each other in order to identify
common concepts, to form either reciprocal, refutational, or line of ar-
gument relations [123]. The relations are interpreted by the researcher,
who expresses the synthesis in writing.

Analysis becomes very complex as the number of studies grow. Atkins et
al. [3] analysed approximately the same number of studies (n=44) as in
our study and concluded that it most likely would be impossible to trans-
late the studies into each other. To manage this situation, they elected to
perform a thematic analysis of the data instead of formally mapping the
studies onto each other. Since we had a similar volume of studies, we
elected to use the thematic method as well, as described by Cruzes and
Dybå [37]. The generated themes and concepts were then analyzed in
line with Noblit and Hare’s original intent.

9.2.3 Study Retrieval

Failing to retrieve all relevant reports, the gold standard, is a significant threat
to validity in literature reviews [7][34].

The ”gold standard” for a literature search is the set of all reports that are rele-
vant for the defined research objectives [195]. If the search strategy is perfectly
adapted to the objectives, all relevant reports would be retrieved and all irrele-
vant reports would be ignored. For reasons described below, it is very difficult
or impossible to retrieve the gold standard in a software engineering literature
search [195]. Recall is the percentage of all relevant document in the searched
databases that have been retrieved, and the precision is the percentage of re-
trieved documents that are relevant [7]. This is also known as the sensitivity of
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the search [195].

The terminology used in software engineering in general and testing in particu-
lar is not clearly defined [134][61][79][66][50][193][52]. The lack of a clearly
defined terminology have at least two implications for a systematic literature
review: The search terms both have to be more inclusive to minimize the risk
of omitting an important publication, and also return more publications due to
matching out of scope publications using the same terminology for a different
concept. Publication keywords can be used to narrow the search further than
a full-text or abstract search. However, the keywords suffer from the same is-
sues as the terminology in general and are not always relevant for systematic
literature reviews [193]. The consequence of the ambiguous terminology is
a search with high recall and low precision, that has to be refined by a series
of screening actions, as described in Section 9.2.5 and shown in Figure 9.1.
The screening removes the irrelevant publications and produces the final set of
studies for analysis.

9.2.3.1 Database Selection

In searching for relevant evidence, we decided to use only citation databases
that allow bulk export of search results to spreadsheets. This reason for limit-
ing the initial searches to this type of databases was for efficiency, by having all
information available in a machine-readable format, we could very easily sift
through the found documents. Databases available to us that fit this require-
ment are IEEE Xplore, Scopus and Web of Science. Notable databases that
do not allow bulk export are SpringerLink, the Wiley Online Library, and the
ACM digital library. This does not exclude relevant publishers from the search.
ACM journals, such as Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodol-
ogy (TOSEM) are indexed by the Science Citation Index, which is included
in the Web of Science database. Science Citation Index also indexes relevant
Wiley and Springer journals, such as ”Software Testing, Verification & Reli-
ability”, while Elsevier journals and proceedings, such as ”Lecture Notes in
Computer Science”, are included in the Scopus database.

9.2.3.2 Search Query

The primary search query is shown in Table 9.1. In addition to this, we lim-
ited the searches by keywords and areas to keep the volume manageable, as
specified for each database in Table 9.2.
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Table 9.1: Search terms for the research objectives.
The complete query is formulated by combining the rows with AND

Row Terms

(1) software

(2) test* OR validation OR verification

(3) automat* OR tool* OR technical debt

(4) empirical OR industrial OR practical OR report OR case study OR
survey OR experience*

Table 9.2: Keywords and search area restrictions per database

Database Additional Database-specific Restrictions

Scopus subject area:computer science AND (keyword:software en-
gineering OR keyword:software testing OR keyword:testing
OR keyword:verification OR keyword:computer aided soft-
ware engineering OR automation)

WoS (NOT subject area:arts and humanities AND NOT subject
area:social sciences) AND subject area:computer science

IEEE Xplore subject area:computing & processing (hardware/software)

9.2.4 Validation of the Searches

To validate the search query and database selection, we used a number of pre-
identified relevant publications, listed in Table 9.3.

This revealed that Karlström et al. [86] was missing from the database search
result. The reason is likely that it is an improvement-oriented paper and presents
a process improvement framework, based on empirical data, together with the
empirical evaluation of the framework. The empirical study is presented in the
paper but it is not the main focus of the report.

As a consequence, we decided to perform backward and forward chaining [7]
from the primary studies identified in the database searches [177], and an ad-
ditional search of four journals [7] relevant for the research objectives.

The ”IBM Journal of Research and Development” and the ”IBM Systems Jour-
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Table 9.3: Publications Used for Search Validation

[129] “Establishment of Automated Regression Testing at ABB: Industrial
Experience Report on ’Avoiding the Pitfalls’”, Persson and Yilmaz-
turk (2004)

[86] “A minimal test practice framework for emerging software organi-
zations”, Karlström, Runeson, and Nordén (2005)

[13] “Observations and lessons learned from automated testing”, Berner,
Weber, and Keller (2005)

[85] “Empirical Observations on Software Testing Automation”, Karhu,
Repo, et al. (2009)

[88] “Software Test Automation in Practice”, Kasurinen, Taipale, and
Smolander (2010)

[I] “Technical Debt in Test Automation”, Wiklund, Eldh, et al. (2012)

nal” were searched using the IBM search engine for papers matching ”test”,
”validation”, ”verification”, or ”automation/automated”. The difference to the
original search is that we removed lines (1), (3), and (4) to increase the re-
call. Those criterias were applied manually after retrieval of a list of inclusion
candidates.

The Software testing, Verification & Reliability journal and the Advances in
Software Engineering journal were hand-searched for papers matching the in-
clusion criteria.

9.2.5 Study Selection Process

The study is limited to journal, conference, and magazine publications written
in English. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for each phase in the review
are described further below.

To increase the precision [7] of the search, a series of screenings were per-
formed, as illustrated by Figure 9.1. Following the recommendations in the
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [69, p. 179], we
have not calculated Cohen’s Kappa [29] to assess the interrater reliability. In-
stead, we performed a pilot screening, and focused on a qualitative discussion
of the synthesis and included items.

The screening process followed the steps described below:
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• Merge search results and remove duplicate records of the same re-
port: As shown in Figure 9.1, there was a relatively large overlap be-
tween databases, which made automation in the shape of a Unix script
necessary. The automated script removed duplicates in a two-step pro-
cess. The first step identified duplicates by comparing the DOI of the
publications, and the second step identified duplicates in publications
missing DOI information by comparing the abstracts. If two abstracts
were non-empty and byte-identical, the publications were considered to
be duplicates.

• Examine titles to remove obviously irrelevant reports. We embraced
the Cochrane handbook recommendation to be over-inclusive [69] in
this stage.
Exclusion criteria: Obviously out-of-domain papers, e.g. medicine,
test of non-computerized systems such as turbines or hydraulics, cir-
cuit design, formal methods, automatic test case generation, automatic
test suite management, editorials.

• Examine abstracts to remove obviously irrelevant reports.
Inclusion criteria: Software development in the real world, papers thay
may be within scope and cannot be excluded with good confidence.
Exclusion criteria: Out-of-domain papers.

• Manual deduplication: During abstract screening, we realized that
there were duplicates remaining that had escaped the automatic dedu-
plication.
Exclusion criteria: Identical papers, we sorted the titles and inspected
papers with the same title, and duplicates were removed.

• Content screening: Introduction, Conclusions, and Full text

– Inclusion criteria: Real world experiences of technical debt and
impediments related to software test execution automation and soft-
ware test execution tools, as well as literature reviews and other
secondary studies of the same.
We started by analyzing the introduction and conclusions of the
candidate reports. If this did not provide sufficient information, we
continued immediately by analysing the rest of the report for inclu-
sion or exclusion. The screening continued during detailed reading
and initial theme extraction, when the question ”Is this relevant to
the research objectives and synthesis topic” was asked [26]. If the
report was found to be irrelevant during thematic analysis, by not
containing any relevant themes, it was excluded from the review.
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Title 
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Database and
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N = 183

N = 38

100%

81.4%

7.1%

1.4%
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Manual
Deduplication

N = 167 1.3%

Figure 9.1: An overview of the screening process, showing the reduction in
included studies per step

– Exclusion criteria: Fixed-design surveys that only provide tool in-
formation from close-ended response [149] questions. The reason
for this exclusion criteria is that a close-ended question make a
priori assumptions on what the impediments are, which results in
a researcher bias [152]. The information provided by this type of
surveys is relevant as supporting evidence to determine the relative
importance of impediments, but do not provide any evidence on
the actual impediments encountered during development.

9.2.6 Quality Appraisal of the Included Studies

Kitchenham et al. [95] recommended that the candidate studies are assessed
according to a predetermined checklist, to ensure that studies are assessed
for quality impartially. The quality criteria used in this review are shown
in Table 9.4 and draw from the criteria by Atkins et al [3], and Dybå and
Dingsøyr [41].

The production and validity of the checklist itself [3] is a potential issue when
assessing quality, as there is no consensus on what makes a study good and
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Table 9.4: Quality criteria and results.

QC1 Is the study based on empirical research or observation in industry?

QC2 Are the research questions or objectives clearly stated?

QC3 Is there a description of the object of study and its context?

QC4 Is there a systematic research method defined prior to the study?

QC5 Is there a clear statement of the findings?

suitable for inclusion in a qualitative review [177]. We quickly realized that
many experience reports have a ”sense of rightness and feeling of comfort” [147]
and ”sound, well-grounded, justifiable, strong, and convincing” [101] argu-
ments, which makes them suitable for inclusion in a qualitative study. The goal
of the qualitative analysis and synthesis is to understand the phenomena, not
to describe them [177], which allows us to consider weaker but still valuable
evidence. Hence, we have performed the quality assessment, but not excluded
any studies based on the quality assessment.

9.2.7 Data Extraction

Thematic analysis is an iterative method to identify common themes in the
data, by classifying behaviors, events, activities or other concepts that are con-
sidered to influence the studied phenomenon. The themes are used to group
segments of data, and these groups can then be examined to find repetitions,
similarities, differences, anomalies, or connections to the theory, that are fur-
ther analyzed to provide the results from the study.

Relevant publication data was extracted using the qualitative data analysis soft-
ware NVivo [125], into which the full text reports were imported. The text was
then analyzed using ”thematic coding” as described by Robson [139]. Cruzes
and Dybå [37] provides a detailed overview of how to perform the analysis,
and argues for its use in software engineering research.

The analysis starts by identifying a number of potential codes for coding, or
labelling, snippets of evidence. This can be done by defining a set of start
codes based on prior understanding, incrementally during the work, or as a
combination of both [37]. This is then applied to the body of evidence by
dividing the material into strata belonging to the various codes.

After applying the code-set to the body of evidence, a series of iterative refine-
ment takes place, where the strata are combined into themes. This is applied
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iteratively, increasing the level of abstraction for each step.

Themes form associations between the different sources included, which paints
a picture of the reported state of practice. However, the themes alone are not
sufficient to understand the system. Bazeley [9] points out that qualitative
analysis is more than identifying themes, and promotes the use of context,
lack of patterns, and discourse analysis, to complement the thematic analysis.
This is reflected in our synthesis: Many experience reports are written in a way
that do not explicitly name impediments, but it is often possible to identify an
encountered impediment from the recommendations in the experience report
by analysing the style of writing.

9.3 Results

Considering the objectives for this systematic literature review:

• Objective 1: To identify scientifically reported software development
impediments related to automated software test execution

To fulfill objective 1, we extracted relevant evidence from 38 publica-
tions that were identified through a systematic literature search follow-
ing the recommendations of Kitchenham et al. [95] and the Cochrane
Handbook of Systematic Reviews [69]. The data extraction and analysis
was performed by a meta-etnographic thematic analysis to produce the
results presented in Section 9.3.3. Through the analysis, we identified
and classified a large number of impediments that are presented in Ta-
ble 9.5 and Table 9.6. The impediments are grouped hierarchically, and
the studies providing evidence are listed per impediment type.

• Objective 2: To explain the mechanisms leading to the impediments
through a qualitative synthesis

To fulfill objective 2, we performed a qualitative synthesis that is pre-
sented in Section 9.3.3. The qualitative synthesis resulted in both the
qualitative narrative, and a proposal of a socio-technical system of in-
teracting phenomena encountered during the use and implementation of
test execution automation that is shown in Figure 9.5.

9.3.1 Publication Statistics

The unscreened combined initial result of the database searches, the journal
runs, and the forward and backward searches consists of 13060 publications,
published over a time of 50 years: from 1964 to 2014. The distribution of the
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Table 9.5: Organizational Impediments

Publications

Behavioural Effects

Fear of Redundancy from Automation [121]

General Negativity [80] [108]

Lack of Management Support [63] [86] [II]

Negativity Towards Automation [2] [39] [85] [168]

Process Deviations [39] [113] [121] [176] [I]

Processes Considered Too Complex for Automation [88]

Shifting Blame Between Development and Test [39] [72] [80]

Testing is not viewed as a natural part of the work [108]

Too High Expectations [2] [13] [108]

Expectations on Better Testing [13]

Expectations on High Cost Reduction [13]

Expectations on Quick ROI [13] [39]

Business and Planning

Cost of Ownership and Operation [108]

Automation too Expensive for Small Projects [85] [88] [112] [129] [168]

Implementation Costs [1] [51] [85] [87] [88] [108] [168]

Maintenance Costs [1] [2] [13] [39] [88] [108] [121] [156] [168]

Training Costs [85] [88] [168]

Lack of Time, People, and Funding

Lack of Time for Automation [1] [2] [31] [30] [39] [44] [47] [60] [88] [108] [112] [138] [168] [I]

Lack of Time for Testing [44] [51] [108] [113] [141] [168]

Lead time between Delivery and Testing [30] [156] [176]

No People Available [63] [85] [87] [88] [112] [129] [156] [168] [176] [II]

No Test Environment Available [85] [86] [87] [132] [137] [168]

No Time for Training [168] [II]

Under-budgeting [2] [63]

Staffing

Dependency to Key People [31] [85] [II]

Testing by Non-testers [63]

Steering

Inadequate Automation Strategy [1] [13] [31] [30] [39] [51] [129] [138]

Inadequate Test Strategy [13] [44] [63] [113] [156] [176]

Lack of KPI for automation development [39]

Management and Communication of SUT Changes [1] [2] [13] [32] [31] [30] [44] [72] [88] [112] [156] [168] [176] [II]

Communication [51]

Communication with Tool Suppliers [II]

Roles and Responsibilities [31] [30] [47] [63] [176] [I] [II]

Terminology [129]

Skills, Knowledge, and Learning [II] [III]

Application Domain Skills [13] [85] [III]

Automation Skills [1] [2] [112] [136] [156] [II] [III]

General Development Skills [II] [III]

Programming Skills [2] [30] [47] [51] [63] [112] [III]

Steep Learning Curve [2] [112] [I]

Testing Skills [51] [63] [129] [156] [176] [II]
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Table 9.6: Test System and System-Under-Test Impediments

Publications

IT Environment

IT accesses [132] [III]

IT infrastructure [1] [III]

System Under Test

Platform Limitations [2] [44] [46] [85] [113] [141] [168]

SUT Complexity [47] [85] [136] [168]

SUT Considered too Small for Automation [44] [85] [168]

SUT Interfaces External Systems [85] [168] [176]

SUT Quality [31] [30] [129] [141] [176]

SUT Speed [1]

SUT Testability [2] [13] [39] [44] [46] [85] [108] [113] [136] [168]

Test System

Environment Configuration

Inadequate Environment Configuration Management [2] [13] [63] [72] [86] [108] [129] [132] [136] [137] [III]

Problems with Configuration and Setup [31] [30] [47] [108] [112] [113] [132] [136] [III]

Inadequate Development Practices

Accumulating Technical Debt [1] [13] [31] [60]

Ad Hoc Development [1] [2] [13] [47] [60] [168] [I]

Inadequate Test System Documentation [1] [112] [137] [I]

Missing Specifications [2] [44] [63] [85] [113] [168] [176]

No Reuse of Test Code [13] [47] [60] [168]

Testware Architecture [13] [39] [137]

Untested Test Environment [13] [86] [88] [132]

Quality Issues

False Positives and Negatives [2] [87] [88] [112] [129]

Fragile Test Scripts [1] [2] [31] [30] [72] [112] [156] [166] [I]

Test Script Bugs [2] [112]

Test System Bugs [1] [2] [85] [87] [168] [III]

Test System Instability [1] [2] [86] [87] [112] [121] [132]

Technical Limitations

Insufficient Scalability [86] [112]

Integration of Several Tools is Necessary [1] [2] [72] [88] [113] [129] [166]

Limitations in Externally Sourced Tools [1] [2] [30] [72] [87] [88] [108] [112] [129] [136] [166] [I]

Limited Test Tool Functionality [2] [72] [108] [113]

Manual Interventions Needed [13] [88] [129] [132] [137]

Problems with Capture and Replay Tools [2] [31] [30] [72] [112] [129]

Slow Test System [39] [44] [60] [72] [88] [121] [137]

Usability

Difficult Analysis of Test Results [13] [112] [113] [129] [137]

Low Usability [1] [2] [72] [87] [112] [137] [I] [III]
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Figure 9.2: Initial, Unscreened, Corpus per Year (1964-2014)

initial publications is illustrated by Figure 9.2. The database searches cover
publications published up to 2014-12-31.

As seen in the figure, the majority of the retrieved publications were published
from the late 1980’s and onwards. The publication rate is growing steadily,
until the late 1990’s, where there is an apparent slowdown during the ”dot
com” years, followed by a sharp increase from 2004 and onwards.

The increase after 2004 can likely be explained by an increased interest in
empirical software engineering and testing. Kitchenham, Dybå, and Jørgensen
published a paper promoting evidence-based software engineering [94] in 2004,
the Empirical Software Engineering journal increased from 4 to 6 issues per
year in 2007, and the International Conference on Software Testing, Verifica-
tion and Validation (ICST) was first held in 2008. During the same period,
the number of test certifications have increased dramatically. Statistics from
ISTQB [76] report an increase of roughly 325000 certifications between 2006
and 2014, compared to the previous eight year period from 1998 to 2006, when
approximately 30000 professionals received certifications from ISTQB.

The number of included publications are plotted in Figure 9.3, showing that
all included publications in the synthesis were published between 1999 and
2014.

9.3.2 Quality Assessment

An overview of all included publications and the answer to the assessment
questions is available in Table 9.7.
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Figure 9.3: Included Publications per Year

The absolute majority of the publications had at least a minimal description of
the context that could be identified easily, but the contents and the quality of
the content description varies greatly. We have not set a limit for the context
quality, but noted that very few descriptions fulfill the requirements set by
Petersen and Wohlin [130] or Dybå et al. [42]. This makes it harder to compare
the study results, as some results may be valid in specific contexts [193].

9.3.3 Qualitative Summary of the Findings

This section presents our qualitative interpretation of the evidence collected
through the systematic literature rewiew.

Implementing test execution automation is difficult, and even if well prepared
in advance, there are significants risks of failure [129]. We propose that this is
because test execution automation is a ”socio-technical challenge” [141] with
a complex interaction between the various phenomena that emerge during use
and implementation of the automation.

During the thematic analysis, it quickly became clear that there is an inter-
dependence between the different themes that may form feedback loops that
threaten to increase the magnitude of the impediment until the test execution
automation initiative fails.

As an example, one of these feedback loops is shown isolated from its other
dependencies in Figure 9.4. A change in any of the factors in the feedback
loop will influence the other factors. Consider the case where automation is
not viewed as useful. This will likely reduce the willingness to invest in the
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Table 9.7: Study Quality Assessment

QC

Authors Year 1 2 3 4 5 Type Objective/Scope

[2] Allott 1999 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on three industrial test automation projects.

[137] Rankin 2002 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on the design and use of a test automation framework.

[47] Fecko and Lott 2002 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on test automation deployment and use in industry.

[129] Persson and Yilmazturk 2004 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on two industrial test automation projects.

[86] Karlström, Runeson, and Nordén 2005 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Empirical Evaluation of a test practice framework.

[39] Damm, Lundberg, and Olsson 2005 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Introduce automated testing and TDD.

[13] Berner, Weber, and Keller 2005 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on automated testing.

[80] Jeong 2006 Y N Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on automation of software build and deployment.

[46] Esipchuk and Vavilov 2006 Y N Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on test automation for mobile phones.

[72] Holmes and Kellogg 2006 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on web browser test automation.

[113] Martin, Rooksby, et al. 2007 Y Y Y Y Y Ethnography Ethnographic study of software testing in a small business.

[138] Rendell 2008 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on test-driven development.

[51] Garcia, Amescua, et al. 2008 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Describe factors that impede verification and validation, based on author experience.

[156] Shaye 2008 Y N Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on changing to agile test methods.

[87] Kasurinen, Taipale, and Smolander 2009 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Explore issues related to software testing in practice.

[141] Rooksby, Rouncefield, and Sommerville 2009 Y Y Y Y Y Ethnography Ethnographic investigation of organizational effects on test practices.

[85] Karhu, Repo, et al. 2009 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Explore the factors that affect the use of automated testing.

[166] Subramonian, Cheung, and Karam 2009 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on testing.

[132] Pinheiro, Garousi, et al. 2010 Y Y Y Y Y Action Research Action research on testing of test environment configuration.

[88] Kasurinen, Taipale, and Smolander 2010 Y Y Y Y Y Qualitative Survey Explore the state of test automation in industry and identify improvement opportunities.

[168] Taipale, Kasurinen, et al. 2011 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Explore the current state of test automation in industry.

[63] Gruner and Zyl 2011 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Analysis of the test process of a small business.

[32] Collins, Macedo, et al. 2012 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on test automation.

[I] Wiklund, Eldh, et al. 2012 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Identify impediments for test automation.

[30] Collins and Lucena 2012 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report from an agile test team.

[31] Collins, Dias-Neto, and Lucena Jr. 2012 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on automated testing.

[44] Erfani Joorabchi, Mesbah, and Kruchten 2013 Y Y Y Y Y Qualitative Survey Investigate the main challenges for mobile software development.

[II] Wiklund, Sundmark, et al. 2013 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Identify impediments in a newly formed agile software development organization.

[176] Toroi, Raninen, and Vaatainen 2013 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Report on case studies conducted in three software businesses.

[1] Alegroth, Feldt, and Olsson 2013 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Explore industrial use of visual GUI testing.

[121] Neely and Stolt 2013 Y Y N N Y Experience Report Experience report on introduction of continuous delivery.

[60] Greiler, Deursen, and Storey 2013 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Implementation and evaluation of a static analysis tool for test fixtures.

[108] Liebel, Alegroth, and Feldt 2013 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Investigate how GUI-based testing is performed in industry and identify related problems.

[136] Ramler and Putschogl 2013 Y Y Y N Y Experience Report Experience report on building a test tool.

[III] Wiklund, Sundmark, et al. 2014 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Identify problems encountered by test automation users.

[8] Bauersfeld, Vos, et al. 2014 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Industrial evaluation of a test tool.

[83] Kanij, Merkel, and Grundy 2014 Y Y Y Y Y Survey Survey on factors affecting software testers.

[112] Mahmud, Cypher, et al. 2014 Y Y Y Y Y Case Study Describe the development of a testing tool and its deployment.
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automation by allocating people and time to the work. Less time and people
available to do the work will likely lead to a low quality automation. Low
quality automation is not as useful as high quality automation, which reduces
the perceived value and the feedback loop is closed.

Based on the systematic review and the experience of the researchers, we pro-
pose a system view of test execution automation as shown in Figure 9.5 that
will be discussed in further detail in the following sections. The model does
not contain all groups of impediments or phenomena, only those we consider
to be most important for the socio-technical system. The square boxes repre-
sent the conceptual areas, and the arrows indicate influence from other areas.
The rounded boxes represent the nature of the influence on the area they are
located with.

9.3.3.1 Behavioural Effects

Our first finding is that people working in a test execution automation project
have a significant influence on the outcome of the project [105] due to their be-
haviors [22], organizational culture [22], motivation [11], and expectations.

9.3.3.1.1 Process Adherence Test execution automation depends on sta-
bility and structure in the testing and processes to be successful [48]. It will be
very difficult to successfully implement test execution automation if the test-
ing in general is unstructured, considered optional [108], or there is a general
negativity to processes and quality [80].

Tight deadlines and a high schedule pressure increases the risk for process
deviations [39] [I] [103] that may cause problems later [113] [1] [60]. If the
automated test execution is perceived as an impediment by its users, there is
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a risk that the testing is skipped [121] or that the automation is abandoned in
favor of manual work [88] .

9.3.3.1.2 Organizational Change It is crucial to understand that the intro-
duction of test execution automation at least partially is about implementing
an organizational change. The introduction of automation has to be managed
properly [2] to minimize negativity [2] [39] [85] [168] that may cause the au-
tomation project to fail. Lack of management support [63][86][II] will increase
the risk for change-related problems.

When deploying automation one must consider resistance to the change caused
by automation [168], and the historically always present [115] fear of becom-
ing unemployed due to automation [121]. Keeping employees motivated is
important factors in any change project, and are not less important in an au-
tomation project [39][32].

9.3.3.1.3 Unrealistic Expectations One of the major risks in a test au-
tomation project is that the expectations of the people involved are unrealis-
tically high [108][2][13], which may result in abandonment of the automation
if the expected results are not achieved within the expected time-frame [13].
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Managing these expectations is very important for successful automation [2].

Automation is expensive to develop [1] [51] [85] [87] [88] [108] [168], and
the likelihood of an immediate return on investment must be considered to
be low [39][82]. Focusing on rapid return on investment during deployment
is likely to be detrimental to the maintainability of the system [13], and will
cause costs in the long run.

Unrealistic expectations are largely caused by missing insight in what the au-
tomation can and can not achieve [51][129][138]. Unrealistic expectations can
be mitigated by change management [2], education, and investigations prior
to the decision to automate. A well developed automation strategy that can be
used for deployment and development is a very important tool both to manage
the automation project, and to communicate what can and can not be done with
the choosen tools [1] [13] [31] [30] [39] [51] [129] .

Unfulfilled expectations will likely have negative impact on the perceived value
of the automation. If the test execution automation disappoint the stakehold-
ers and the people involved in the work, it does not matter how much value
it actually provide to the organization, and it will be considered as a wasteful
activity.

9.3.3.1.4 Perceived Value In order to invest time, money, and effort in
something, both the business and its employees need to see the value of their
tasks.

It is fairly well known that testing is among the first things in a develop-
ment project that are ignored when the time is short and the deadlines are
near [174] [39] [113] [121] [176] [I]. The risk for this type of process devia-
tions is increased if there is no focus on testing in the project [108][63][113].
If testing is neglected and not considered to be a valuable activity for the busi-
ness, then by extension, the organization will not see any value in test automa-
tion either.

The high complexity of a test execution automation system is a risk to the per-
ceived value of the automation. If manual testing is seen as easier to perform
than writing the automated test scripts et al. [168], the consequence may be
that testers choose to work manually instead of automating tests, in particular
if there is time pressure [1] [2] [31] [30] [39] [44] [47] [60] [88] [108] [112]
[138] [168] [I].

For small projects, the cost of automation may be viewed as too high to justify
within the scope of a single project [44] [85] [168] [88] [112] [129]. Combined
with work on divergent products [2] or on emerging platforms [44] [46], the
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organization may not see sufficient opportunities for long term reuse to mo-
tivate an investment in test execution automation [168]. For those situations,
there could be other things than execution that can be automated with better
long term results [13].

9.3.3.2 Business

Many organizations exceed their software development budgets in general [174],
and in light of this, it is not surprising that cost is considered to be a limiting
factor for automation [63] [122] [108] [87] [88] [168] [1].

Realizing that automation need to follow a reasonable business life-cycle as
opposed to getting the benefits immediately is an important precondition for
successful automation [82][48]. Test automation projects are no different from
other projects and need the same type of preparations [2]. Before automating
anything, a business case [1] and an automation strategy need to be developed
to assist decisions on what parts of the test scope shall be automated to what
degree [138].

The properties of the product and features being developed are relevant to the
possibility to get an acceptable return on the investment. There are examples
of organizations that consider their project or products to be too small to auto-
mate efficiently [44][85]. In small, short-lived, projects or products, it can and
should be discussed if it is possible to get an acceptable ROI before the de-
velopment ends. Setting up automation can be too costly compared to the rest
of the development effort [44] [135]. In line with this, Kasurinen et al. [88]
propose that the ratio between the resources needed for automation and the
total availability of resources shall be used to guide the decisions on automa-
tion.

Reuse may be a way to mitigate these costs, but one must consider that reuse
have the potential to cause other problems in itself. Reuse is likely harder if
the system under test is specialized [85], changing a lot [112] or running on
an emerging platform [44]. These limitations for reuse are similar to the lim-
itations for using prefabricated tools, which can be considered to be a special
case of reuse. Prefabricated tools are discussed in Section 9.3.3.5.2. In addi-
tion to the purely functional considerations, many organizations develop tools
ad hoc, as further discussed in Section 9.3.3.5.1, and this is a significant barrier
for reuse [81].
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9.3.3.3 Skills, Knowledge, and Learning

Test execution automation is often a complex activity that require specialist
skills. It is likely that the replacement of manual work by automation will
cause a major change in the testers daily work. Changing the work practices
may require ”major training” [85] if the introduction of automation is to be
successful. Training requires both a budget and time and priority in the work
schedule.

Missing skills may have great impact on the overall success for an automation
initiative. A test automation project need implementation staff skilled in test-
ing [129][122][176], developing software [13][155], using the system under
test, and handling the automated tools. There is also a need for people han-
dling planning-related tasks, such as product management for the test system,
and general leadership and planning skills [129][13]. If these skills are not
present in the project staff, the effects will be the same as on a badly staffed
ordinary software development project: an increased risk for failure, slower
work, lower quality, and budget overdrafts.

Learning to automate tests is hard. Test execution automation tools may be too
complex to use without significant training [85], and the learning curve may
be very steep [112]. The likelihood for this is higher if the tools are intended
for more advanced users than those actually using them [I]. Appropriate tool
selection will influence the level of competence needed to work with the au-
tomation, but to do the tool selection, it is necessary to acquire relevant skills
beforehand [122]. If the organization is unskilled, it might cause the intro-
duction of technical debt that have to be refactored away later [1]. A high
technical debt may make the return on investment slower than anticipated due
to necessary rework to be able to perform necessary changes later when the
system under test behavior changes.

If manual testing is viewed as easier to perform than developing automated
test scripts et al. [168], the consequence may be that testers choose to work
manually instead of automating tests, leading to a lower or completely missing
return on investment from the automation.

A critical insight is that test execution automation is software development [2]
and need to be treated as such [13]. This means that there is a clear need for
staff skilled in programming [2] [30][47] [51] [63] [112] and an understanding
of how to do software development [II] [III], to be able to do effective and
efficient development of the test execution automation.

Missing programming skills in the project may cause the organization to seek
alternatives to programming. One such alternative is ”capture and replay” [179]
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tools that offer a shorter implementation time for automated test scripts by
recording manual tester actions for later execution. The resulting automated
test scripts are usually more fragile [129] than test scripts that have been im-
plemented by programming, which introduces a risk for more rework when
the system under test changes [31] [30] [72]. Unless this has been anticipated
and planned for, the rework may cause significant disappointment [112] in the
automated testing, resulting in setbacks to the automation project [2].

9.3.3.4 People and Resources

The people performing the actual work is a central part of the test execution
automation work. Without the correct staffing and resources needed to be able
to do the work, automation will fail.

Damm et al. [39] note that projects in time-pressure tend to prioritize near-time
goals and neglect activities that are important for the long-term success. This
is reported for testing in general, where design organizations down-prioritize
testing or remove test activities in order to meet delivery deadlines [I][174]
[138][108][63]. There are also reports of more or less permanent understaffing
of the development teams with respect to testing [II][176][156]. This reflects
the perceived importance of testing, as indicated by Liebel et al. [108] who
reported that many developers in a studied organization considered test to be
optional, something done if there was spare time at the end of the development
cycle.

Considering automation, there are reports on choosing manual work instead of
automation, if time is short [32] or if there are insufficient resources available
for automation [88][168].This allows the testers to test immediately instead of
establishing the infrastructure and test scripts. The result is likely accumulation
of technical debt that will cause problems later [1]. Berner et al. summarized
the approach in one of the projects they reported on as ”we do not have the
time to be efficient” [13].

9.3.3.5 Test System

During use, test tools are combined into a test bed, ”an environment containing
the hardware, instrumentation, simulators, software tools, and other support
elements needed to conduct a test” [75], used by the testers. Together with
the automated test scripts, this forms a test system, that is used to test the
application.

If the tools and the test systems cause problems, the automation provides little
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or no value to the testers and is perceived as nothing but a very significant
impediment [II]. If the impediment is severe enough, it may lead to manual
testing as a work-around [168] instead of solving the problems.

In the test tool domain, impediments spanning the entire tool life-cycle, from
sourcing tools to using tools, have been reported.

The primary sub-themes in this category are development and maintenance of
tools, tool selection, and configuration of the test beds and test system.

9.3.3.5.1 Test System Development and Maintenance A test execution
automation system is typically at least as complex as the system under test [15]
[140] [88] [VIII], which makes it likely that the test automation software need
to be designed, developed, and maintained in a mature [127] way, similarly
to the software developed for delivery to a customer. Carelessly or ad hoc
development of test automation software is likely to result in a lower quality
test system [127]. Low quality in the test system may in turn, exactly as with
any other software, result in problems for the users of the test system and a
risk to the quality of the tested product. Defects in the test software may cause
escaped defects [179] through false positives or false negatives [136] [86] in
the testing.

Published literature suggests that test automation often is implemented without
any consideration of architecture, standards, documentation or maintainabil-
ity [13]. The short-cuts taken include not testing the test software [86], ignor-
ing known problems [141], ignoring known technical debt [60], staffing with
inexperienced temporary personnel without planning for competence trans-
fer [168], and prioritizing rapid deployment over maintenance [88]. An au-
tomation project or activity need to be handled as ”ordinary” software devel-
opment [168][I][85][13], and have adequate development standards, quality
criterias, and a competent staff.

A contributing factor may be the lack of priority that commonly is exhibited for
testing. There is evidence indicating that test tool development is considered
to be a low priority activity, performed in whatever time there is to spare and
without the careful actions involved in producing production software. Lack of
time for test-related work due to other, higher prioritized activities, is relatively
common and is discussed further in Section 9.3.3.4. Even if the lack of time is
not the cause as such, the lower priority of test work indicate that it is seen as
having less value than other work in the organization.

If the test system quality is low it will result in more expensive maintenance [88]
and a lower quality of testing [141]. The consequences are likely a reduction
in the overall perception of the value of the test execution automation as well
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as less time available for general improvement and feature additions to the
automation. Considering situations such as the one reported by Karlström et
al. [86], ”in some situations it was hard to decide whether it was the test envi-
ronment that caused a failure or the software under test”, one can hardly blame
those experiencing that kind of issues if they are wary of automation.

9.3.3.5.2 Tool Selection Selecting the correct tools is very important. If
the tool selection is done without concern for the process and the system
under test, the result may be that the selected tools are unsuitable for the
work [51] [I].

It is likely that a high level of customization in the application will make it
harder to use automation efficiently [168]. If the application is customized [85],
changing a lot [112] or running on an emerging platform [44], there will prob-
ably be issues with using generic tools, and more customization and in-house
tool development has to be done. If the application is very customized, or op-
erating on an emerging platform [44], there is an increased risk that tools and
emulators used for testing are missing important features [113].

An externally sourced tool is a tool not developed by its users. It may be a
commercial tool, an open source tool, or simply a tool that is produced by
another team in the company, sufficiently far away from the users of the tool to
be perceived as a third party. The potential benefits of using externally sourced
tools are easily imagined. These benefits include increased work focus for
the product developers, who do not have to develop both test tools and the
sold product, and cost sharing by developing the tool once instead of everyone
developing their own environment.

Using an externally sourced tool is fundamentally different from using a tool
developed specifically for the system it is intended to test, and introduces chal-
lenges that may cause significant problems for the users. The generic nature of
a tool shared by many organizations may make it inadequate for the intended
purpose [135] unless integrated with other tools [166] [I] or modified [88] to
cover the gap. Commercial and open source tools have limited functional-
ity [59], and may require modification to be useful. In the case of commercial
tools, the modifications are likely impossible to do within the own organiza-
tion and will require additional work by the supplier, which will cause more
costs and increased lead times. It is likely that there will be communication is-
sues [II] unless there is a close cooperation between the supplier and the users.
Any problems with the communication between the supplier and the users will
decrease both the actual value of the tools and the perceived value of the tools.
This may have serious impact on the organizational efficiency. In our experi-
ence, people will start producing their own solutions if ”being a customer” is
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seen as a larger impediment than developing a tool on your own.

9.3.3.5.3 Test System Configuration Configuration issues can be divided
into two groups, problems relating to difficulties with performing the con-
figuration, and problems related to managing the configuration to be able to
use known and relevant configurations for testing that are repeatable if neces-
sary.

Ad hoc configuration of test tools and test beds introduces a test risk by poten-
tially causing the tests to be executed on unknown configurations. This may
lead to instable results with corresponding false positives/negatives [136] [86],
and problems with repeatability of tests [63]. Since repeatability and confi-
dence in the tests are among the key benefits of automation [135][48], the
importance of reliable configuration should not be understated.

Configuration issues are likely to occur if there is a suboptimal organiza-
tion [86] of the environment or if it is difficult to use [52] [112] [I] [108] [III].
Expectations on configurability are important: If the test system users expect
the system to work without their involvement [39] [86] [I], it is likely that con-
figuration and setup of the test system will be more difficult and take longer
time than if it was considered a normal part of their work. Unexpected work is
less likely to be considered during training and staffing, and will form a double
impediment, as the necessary skills and people have to be secured before the
work can be done.

Resolving configuration and setup issues may consume a large part of the time
and resources dedicated to testing, to a point where the automation can be
considered to be useless [47] [113] [132].

9.3.3.6 System Under Test

The properties of the system under test are very important for successful au-
tomated test execution and will influence the design and operation of the test
system.

One of the primary expectations on automation compared to manual work is
increased speed. However, automated test execution speed cannot be faster
than the reaction time of the system under test. This means that if the system
under test is slow, the automated test execution will also be slow [1], and the
perceived value of the automation risk becoming lower due to high expecta-
tions on speed.

Low testability in the system under test, with respect to automated testing,
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may cause problems [39] and potentially expensive workarounds to be able to
implement the automated test execution. This is particularly a problem for in-
terfaces not designed for machine-machine interactions [44], such as graphical
user interfaces [2] [136] [168]. In the case of testing a graphical user interface,
it may be more cost-effective to improve the testability of the system under
test and introduce a testing interface for functionality, than to implement and
maintain functional testing through the graphical user interface [13].

Targeting the same functionality towards different operating systems [168][85],
languages [137] or platforms [44] is likely to introduce impediments for the au-
tomated test execution. Variations in look and feel, interfaces, and testability
may cause problems when interfacing the system under test from an automated
test execution system [44]. A prime example is development of mobile appli-
cations for smartphones, tablets, and similar. Mobile applications is a rapidly
expanding field [128], and the resulting products are deployed in a highly frag-
mented universe of different devices from different manufacturers [44]. Simi-
lar phenomena can be encountered in development of desktop software as well,
when there are differences in the exposed interfaces, or if one expect to use the
same test execution automation system for fundamentally different products
without adaptations [168] [85].

9.4 Validity

9.4.1 Publication Bias

Publication bias occurs when the published research is unrepresentative for
the research actually performed in the area [142]. This introduces a risk of
drawing the wrong conclusions when performing secondary research. A small
body of evidence, such as the one used for this review, is more sensitive to
bias problems. Kitchenham et al. [95] proposes that there is an increased risk
for publication bias in industrial research that is viewed as potentially sensi-
tive. Test research is arguably sensitive, as the testing is related to the product
quality, and as such, is directly related to the bottom line of any software busi-
ness.

However, there is a reasonable spread of the severity of the issues reported in
the included publications. The major risk of bias is likely in evidence drawn
from experience reports, as many experience reports present a very positive
view of the situation. All considered, we consider it likely that there is a suf-
ficient mix of both trivial and significant impediments in the published litera-
ture.
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9.4.2 Small Body of Evidence

One readily identifiable challenge with performing a systematic literature re-
view in this field of research is the lack of evidence. In total, 38 relevant publi-
cations were included after screening, of which 18 are experience reports. This
is on par with the 25 publications analyzed by Rafi et al. [135] in their review
of benefits and limitations of automated software testing.

Several publications are partially overlapping, which makes the actual body
of evidence smaller than it appears. Publications [85][87][88] and [168] draw
from the same source material. The publications are written from different
points of view and with different analyses of the material, but the contexts are
the same and the presented evidence is very similar. Also, publications [31]
and [30] at least partially share the same context.

The limited volume of evidence means that the basis for the synthesis can be
questioned. Many of the publications would not have been included if one
were to follow strict inclusion criteria and only accepted research reports. In
our opinion, we have captured a better picture of the practice by also including
the experience reports in the analysis.

9.4.3 Failure to Retrieve all Relevant Publications

Recall is the percentage of all relevant document in the searched databases that
have been retrieved, and the precision is the percentage of retrieved documents
that are relevant [7]. Having low recall corresponds to a failure to retrieve all
or the majority of relevant papers.

Searches with low precision require removal of many candidates, which in-
creases the risk for misinterpretation or researcher fatigue. Given that we
have removed approximately 99.7% of the initial search yield through manual
screening, as shown by Figure 9.3, there is a risk that we have failed to iden-
tify primary studies with poor title or abstract during our screening process.
Inadequate keywords and terminology is a well-known issue when perform-
ing systematic literature reviews [193], and we know that relevant publications
were missing completely from the initial corpus. We had previous knowledge
of one relevant study by Karlström et al. [86] that was not found by the search
strings, as reported in Section 9.2.4. This validity issue was mitigated by hand-
searching a selection of relevant venues as described in Section 9.2.3.
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9.4.4 Unclear Context

The majority of the included publications contain very brief context descrip-
tions, which is a threat to the external validity [139] of the study. However, the
publications are clearly drawn from very different contexts, which increases
the likelihood that dominating patterns are of a general nature.

9.4.5 Synthesis Bias

Noblit and Hare [123] point out that ”[a] synthesis reveals as much about the
perspective of the synthesizer as it does about the substance of the synthe-
sis”. What this means is that the synthesized result is highly dependant on
the researchers involved, and is only one of the possible interpretations of the
data [177]. This is a threat to the validity of the study, as it is likely that
researchers with different background or perspective will reach different con-
clusions.

9.5 Discussion and Future Work

In this section we discuss the implications of the review results for research
and practitioners, and propose future work based on the results and meta-
observations during the review.

9.5.1 Implications for Researchers

For researchers, the taxonomy, the publication overview, and the synthesized
results are useful as a basis for future research and to understand the state of
the art and the state of the practice as of the time of the review.

Terminology is a known issue in software engineering research [134] [61] [79]
[66] [50] [193] [52] and a threat to the reliability of empirical research. Our
taxonomy, presented in Table 9.5 and Table 9.6, provide a framework for clas-
sification of test execution automation impediments that can be used during
future research in the area.

The publication overview reveals that there is a shortage of empirical evidence
in the research area. There are few research publications, 18 of 38 of the an-
alyzed publications are experience reports. This indicates that there is both
a need for, and a clear opportunity to perform, industry-relevant research in
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the area: There is a high practitioner interest, and a lack of research publica-
tions.

Our interpretation of the collected evidence, based on our experiences from
industry and research, is presented in the synthesis and the system model in
Figure 9.5. The synthesized narrative can be used both to quickly gain an un-
derstanding for the area and to direct future research together with the system
model.

9.5.2 Implications for Practitioners

It is clear from the review that there are similarities in experienced impedi-
ments between different businesses, product types, and development models.
Hence, we recommend anyone that use, or plan to use, test execution automa-
tion, to consider the findings in this paper. Our results are useful to gain a
deeper insight into the complexity and challenges of test execution automa-
tion, in order to be able to implement and use test execution automation in a
more effective and efficient way.

Understanding a problem is the first part of a solution for the problem. In par-
ticular, we propose that the socio-technical model of test execution automation
presented in Figure 9.5 will be useful for development organizations that im-
plement test execution automation, where the model can be used to understand
and manage the automation by monitoring and controlling the interacting phe-
nomena described by the model.

9.5.3 Meta-observations on the Review Process

A meta-conclusion from the review is that conducting systematic literature re-
views in software engineering are difficult. Many challenges were encountered
during the review process: unclear terminology [193], influential databases did
not provide machine readable search results, and a large number of irrelevant
documents were returned by the searches which required extensive screening.
These impediments need to be removed to enable more high-quality reviews
in a shorter time in the future.

Barroso et al. [7] states that the main threat to the validity of a systematic lit-
erature review is the failure to conduct a sufficiently exhaustive search. This
is mitigated by relaxing the search criteria to include more potentially relevant
publications in the initial corpus and perform a screening to identify what ac-
tually is relevant to the study [69]. A consequence of this is that there is a
need for extensive, manual, post-processing of the searches, which also may
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introduce bias to the study. An alternate approach to searching and screening
is ”snowballing”, searching through the graph of references starting with a set
of key publications. This approach was investigated by Jalali and Wohlin [79]
who concluded that it could be a more efficient approach, in particular when
the search query contain general terms that risk matching many irrelevant pub-
lications.

Given the amount of work needed to perform this review and the resulting
yield, less than 0.3 percent of the originally retrieved publications, we see an
urgent need to improve how publications are classified and to improve the
search precision in the publication databases.

9.5.4 Future Work

In general, we see a need for empirical research in industry to increase the
body of evidence related to actual use of test execution automation. This ob-
servation is based on the relatively small number of relevant research publi-
cations identified during this study. In our experience, this will require close
cooperation between industry and academia, as the type of empirical research
needed to provide deeper insights into the actual problems experienced by
software developers need to be conducted close to the people performing the
work [V].

A large part of the impediments are of an organizational, and not technical,
nature, as shown in Table 9.5. Many of these impediments can be suspected to
be caused by an ad hoc approach to the management and handling of the test
execution automation, even in organizations that are mature in their handling
of their commercial products. This class of impediments are reported from a
wide diversity of contexts, and appears to be sufficiently general in nature to
warrant further investigation. What are the reasons for the apparent lack of
focus on testing and test execution automation, and how can the situation be
improved?

There is a lack of test process improvement and assessment models suitable for
test execution automation [I]. To address this we propose the development of
an improvement model in the form of a measurement system similar to a bal-
anced scorecard [84] that is based on the model proposed in Figure 9.5. The
implementation of the measurement system is proposed to be a combination of
objective measurement, as proposed by Eldh et al. [VIII], and self-assessment.
The validation of the measurement system will require further industrial em-
pirical research, which in addition to validating the model, also will contribute
to the general body of evidence in the test execution automation area.
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9.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we report on a systematic literature review, searching for publi-
cations providing information on impediments related to automated software
test execution. The retrieved publications were analyzed to propose a taxon-
omy of impediments and to perform a qualitative synthesis of the collected
evidence.

The qualitative synthesis is based on the evidence collected through the review
and presents our interpretation of the state of the practice as described by the
publications included in the review. The synthesized results as presented by the
narrative in Section 9.3.3, and the model in Figure 9.5, builds on the collected
evidence and our experience from industry and research.

This study proposes an explanatory model for the impediments and their in-
teraction in 9.5. The explanatory model relates the impediments to each other,
and to the business of software development and testing in the large. The ex-
planatory model highlights areas of interest for future research and enables a
deeper understanding of how to manage impediments in an automation project.

It is important to make software engineering research useful and available to
practitioners [20]. One way to make research more available to practitioners
is to create assessment and improvement models that can be used to guide
the daily work in a software development business. We propose that there is
a need for an assessment and improvement model specifically aimed at soft-
ware test execution automation. Hence, we propose further research to turn the
explanatory model in Figure 9.5 into an assessment and improvement model
for software development organizations working with test execution automa-
tion.
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